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Statement of the Problem 
C~P'i'ER I 
THE PROBLEM 
This was an experimental study to evaluate the effect practice 
had on the capacity of mentally retarded patients to verfopn the skills 
of moeor coordin~tion, manual dexterity, and finger dext~rity and to 
determine if the patient$ could perform these skills at a level compar~ 
able to that of the general working population. The study wa$ also 
concerned with the relationship between intelltgence of the retarded 
patients and each of the motor skills. 
Specific Problems 
To whae extent does the initial performance of mentally retarded 
patients on the specific motor skills compare with that of the general 
working population? 
How do retarded patients who have. had a varying amount of prac .. 
tice on work samples compare with each other on the performance of the 
specific motor skills? 
To what extent does the initial p~rformance of the ~entally re-
tarded patients on the specific motor skills compare with the ~etest 
performance of these patients after practice? 
As a result of practice on the work samples by retarded patients~ 
to what extent do their motor skills compare with those of the selected 
group of the general working population? 
What is the ~elationship between the spec~fic motor skills and 
the intelli$ence of these mentally retarded pa~ients? 
Basic Hygotbeses 
To investigate the preceding specific problems• the following 
null hypotheses will be tested: 
The initial performance of mentally retarded patients bn the 
specific motor skills will not significantly differ from those of the· 
selected group of the general working population. 
A varying amount of practice on work samples by retarded pa-
tients will not significantly affect their performance Qn the specific 
motor skills. 
The initial performance on the specific. motor skills by the men· 
tally retarded patients will not significantly differ from the retest 
performance of those patients after practice. 
As a result of practice on work samples, the specific motor 
skills of mentally retarded patients will not significantly differ from 
those of the selected group of the general working population~ 
Intelligence will not be related to the performance of the spe• 
cific motor skills by mentally retarded patients. 
Importance of the Studx 
Though many studies have investigated th~ physical and mental 
development of mental retardates) a lesser amount of research has been 
carried out in the area of specific ~tor s~ills, especially with adults. 
3 
In discussing the general area of motor skills• Fleishman1 states, "One 
area of • • • testing whi~h has receiv¢d re~at~velr li~ele d~velppment 
is that of psychomotor perfomanc~. u ln re,gard to the import-ant rela• 
tionship between motor skills and intelligence, this investigator has 
found~ as has been previously substantiated by Rabin2 concerning re-
tardates, '*that in no published stud~es have- adUlts been used as sub• 
jects.'' the present study was designed to incorporate adult ret~dates 
as subjects and to provide pertinent information conce;ning their motor 
skills. 
In studies which have been reported in the research li~erature, 
there has been some controversy and speculation in regard to the mental 
retardate's capacity to perform motor skills at an acceptable level~ 
3 According to Tredgold, one of the commonest abnormalities of mental 
retardates is a d~fect of muscular coordination. 11It is most pl:'onounced. 
in the finer hand and finger ~ovements and coordination is usually ae• 
.quiredwith great difficulty." Tredgold poiuts out further that with 
training, a few mental retardates can perfol:'m a pal:'ticular ta$k quite 
tole't'ably. 
' Studies which are in agreement with Tredgold's point of vie~ 
1E. A. Fleishman,- ,.Testing for Psychomotpr Abilities by Means of 
Apparatus Tests.," Psychological Bulletin (1953), 50:241.. 
2n. 1-i. Rabin, "The aelationship of Age, l:ntelligenc.e and Motor 
Proficiency in Mental Defectives," ~ric.an Journal on Mental Deficiency 
(Novembel:'. 1957); 62:513. 
3A. F. TredgoldJ A Textbook of Mental Deficiency (siKth edition; 
Baltimore: Willia111 Wood, 1937); p. 171~ ' 
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were done by KTeezerj1 Beath,2 and Glansville and Kreezer,3 f~om which 
Doll4 conclud~.s,. Htf, to the mental aspects of behavior we add those 
motor functions which have been of recent psychological inquiry we ob• 
serve ••• a general tendency toward deficiency and defect. 1 ' In con• 
trast to this viewpoint~ Sherman5 states that Hdefect:lve individuals 
can learn simple sensori•motor activities as quickly and as efficiently 
as normal individuals •11 Be feels that the 'CUrve of sensori-motor ade• 
quacy matures at an early age and that it is natural to expec~ that with 
proper training» retarded individuals will be as adequate as normal in~ 
dividuals in performance which requires senso~i·motor adjustment. It 
appears that Sherman is more optimistic than Tredgold in rega;d to the 
possibility of training mental retardates to be successful in perform• 
ing ~tor skills. It must be remembered that these two investigations 
are referring to the entire retarded population. 
The mentally retarded cannot compete vocationally ~ith the "nor• 
mal" population in intellectual matters because employmen"t of this nature 
lG. Kre~zer, ·~otor Studies of the Mentally Deficient: Quanti-
tative Methods at Various Levels of Integration," Training School 
Bulletin (1935), 32:133. w 
2s. It. Heath, Jr., 11Clinical Significance of Moto'J:' Defect with 
Military Implications," American Journal of Psychology (1944); 57:485. 
' 
3A. :0. qlansviile and G. Kraez.er,, 14De£iciencies in Aptitude of 
Joint Movements Associated with Mental Deficiency, n Child Development 
(1937) ~ 8}137. 
~. A. Doll, nThe Feeble•m:Lnded Child,. 11 :ln L. Carmichael, Manual 
of Child Psychologx (New York: John Wiley & Sons~ 1946)~ p. 8/2. 
~. Sherman~ Intelligence and Its Deviations (New York: The 
Ronald Press~ 1945); p. 24~ ' 
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is closed to th~m.. Also some potential employers have had a negative 
ste~eotyp$ conveyed to th~m ~oncerning the inability of mental reta~d· 
ates to be successfully t~ained to perform a sp~eific job. But yet in 
ou~ ·mechanized and industrial world, the~e are a great many routine 
jobs which need to be performed constantly. It is here that it sho~ld 
be dete~ined if the mentally retarded represent a reservoir of highly 
suitable manpower. Many of these jobs are of a routine nature wherein 
specifie motor skills play a signifi¢ant role. 
From the research, it is suggested that there are few ~tudies 
which are directly related to th¢ capacity of mental retardates to per-
~orm specific motor skills> and of those reported the majority are re~ 
'stricted. to children as subjects. Also~ conflieti.ng findings in regard 
to the retardates' ability to satisfactorily learn and perform motor 
skills have been no~ed ~n the past and current research literatur~~ A 
statement hy F1ei~hman1 relevant to motor skil~s in general is believed 
by the investigator to be applicable to retardates: 
There is some feeling that, although people differ in motor 
skills, th~ kinds of ~tor s~ills involved in certain ~r~des 
and machin~ operations are highly amenable to training. After 
training~ people may become relatively homogeneous with respect 
to these skills. ' 
Research and knowledge in this area are needed to provide info~ation 
concerning th~ adult mental retardate•s capacity to perform sp~cific 
motor skills from which implications concerning employment for adult 
retardates ~an b~ drawn. 
lFl~ishman, oe. cit.~ p. 259. 
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~efinition of Te~s 
Mentally Retarded Patients, --Individuals of subnortna.l !ntel .. 
lectual development who have been committed to and are resid~nts of a 
state ins~itution for the mentally retarded. ~hese patients have a 
measured intelligence quotient of 7S or below on a standardized and 
valid intelligence test. 
Motor Coordirtation.·-The ability to coordinate eyes; hands~ or 
fingers rapidly and accurately in making precise movements with speed~ 
' l The ability to make a movement response accurately and swiftly~ 
Manual Dexterity.-•The ability to move hands easily anQ skill• 
fully. 2 
Finger Dexterity.••The ability to mov~ the fingers and manipu· 
late small objects with the fingers rapidly and aceurately.3 
Non•Brain•Injured.-~Pertaining to mental retardat~on without 
demon~trable structural defect of the brain. 
Brain•Injured.-•Pertainin~ to m~ntal retardation with demon• 
strable structural defect of the brain, 
Work Samples~·-The tasks of folding~ inspecting, assembling, 
rackingf packaging, and stapling and labeling whi~h were utilized by 
pati¢nts in the practice sessions. 
lBureau of Employment Security, Guide to the Use of the General 
Aptitude Test Battery, Section III; Development (Wa~hington, »· G.: 
United States Depa~tment of Labo~, 1958)~ pp. D2·D4~ 
2Ibid. 
3Ibid. 
-
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Delimitation of the Study 
Mentally retarded patients~-- The mentally retarded patients 
were selected from the State School at Wrentham, Massachusetts. The 
study was limited to males between the ages of eighteen and thirty. 
This was done Qecause there is a lack of research with this s~x and age 
group who would be considered to be potential employees by the institu• 
tional authorities. Patients who had been diagnosed in their ~edical 
recorda as brain•injured or as having a significant physical disability 
were not included in this study because of the performance limitations 
and motor abnormalities which may result from these conditions~ Pa~ 
tients who had an intelligence quotient below fifty were eliminated be· 
cause, according to the institut~onal authorities, ·they would be con• 
sidered unlikely potential candidates for employment. 
General working population.••The selected group of the general 
wor~ing population was limited to males between the ages of eighteen 
and thirty who had b~en clients of the United States Employment Service, 
Division of Employment Seeurity, Brockton, Massachuset~s. They were 
considered by the Broc~ton office to be in normal health, with the ab• 
sence of any significant physical disabi1ity. This group had been ad• 
ministered ~he tests of motor coordination, manual de~terity, and finger 
dexterity, and were employed in semis~illed and unskilled jobs~ 
Summary 
More information is needed concerning the skills o~ motor co~ 
ordination; manual dext~rity, and finger dexterity in r~$a~d to mentally 
8 
retarded young adults~ especially as they compa~e to the gene~al work•· 
ing population~ The results of some investigations concerned with the 
performance of motor skills with the rstarded havs been found to be 
conttadictory. Terms used in this study have been defin~d. The in· 
vestigator hypothesized that the initial results of the retarded patients 
on the specific motor skills tests would not provide an accurate ·meas• 
urement of their actual motor akills performance. It was felt that 
after the patients included in this study had an opportunity to prac~ 
tice motor skills tasks, they would illustrate their actual potential 
in the area of performance of motor skills. ·Knowledge and information 
in this area are definitaly needed if the vocational potential of the 
retarded adult is to be effectively explored. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RElATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
~tor skills and the vocational potential of the adult retardate 
are comparatively underde.veloped research areas in contrast to tha more 
abundant literature which is available within the other phases of re~ 
tardation. Studies which are related to the pres~nt i~vestigation ars 
divided into the following areas: historical background ofmo~or skills 
test development>· the employability of the retarded• specific factors 
which may exclude the r$tarded from~mploym~nt, motor skills testing. 
and motor skills studies with the retarded. 
Background of Motor Skills Test Development 
The use of tests of motor ability functions is a~ old as the 
history of individual differences measurement itself, dating back to 
the work of Galton and Catell in the 1890~s. In the field of motor 
ability testing, the subject is generally presented with some standard-
ized task in which he must respond by means of certain muscul4r activ• 
ities rather than by some verbal ~ans. The primary interest is in 
individual differences with respect to these response aspects of the 
subject*s behavior in the task situation. The term trmotor 11 refers 
primarily to ~he ~useular activities which can be measured. 1 
lE. A. Fle:tshmalh uTesting for Psychomotor Abilities by Means 
of Apparatus Tests, u Psychological Bulletin (July; 1953); 50: 241·242. 
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Although certain motor tasks were included in the early Btnet 
Scal~s~ the develQpment of intelligence tests and motor skills~ tests 
went their separate ways. Intelligence testing, aided by $rou~ test• 
ing development in the first World War~ attained undreamed of ~ropor­
tions. When many ¢xaggera:~ed initial ·expectations r~lllained unfulfilled,· 
there was a shift in emphasis from the exclusive usa of int$lligence 
te.sts to the measurement of special aptitude, especially with ad~lts 
an~ older ~do1escents. 
Early tests of motor skills were of the simplest kind. Nuch of 
the research on these test:s was confined to th;e labo~at.o~y s~t'Ua.tion 
and w~s designed primarily to investigate such things as generality 
versus sp~c~ficity of simpl~~tor abiliti~s and aiso the factors 
underlying individual differences in certain motor skills. 
Some of the early investigations into motor ability dev.alopment 
' 1 . 2 3 . 4 
were carried out by Seashore, Reymert; Camp\lel1, Walker and ,Adams, 
and Spaeth and Dunham. 5 These inv~stisato~s concluded that in fine. 
1s. H. Seashore, ••The. Aptitud~ Hypothesis in Motor Skills, 11 
Journal o£ E~perimental Psychology (1931) 1 14:555•561 • 
. 2M. L. Reymert, 11l'he Personal Eq.uation in Motor Capaoit~es." 
Scandinavian Scientific Review (1923), 2,:177·194. 
3M. Campbell. ''The 'Personal Equation• in Pursuit Perfopnances," 
Journal of Applied PsychologY (1934), 18:785•792. 
4a. Y. Walker .and a. l>, Adam!;~, 't,t.ioto'l:' Skills; The Valid;Lty of 
Serial Motor Tests fot' Predicting Typewriter ProUciency," Journal of 
General PsychologY (1934)~ 11:173·186. 
Sa. .A. Spaeth and G. C. Dunhamt "The Gor:J:'~lation B~tween Motor 
Control and Rifle Shooting,u American Journal of Physiologx; (1921), 
56:249·256. 
ll 
motor skills the musculature employed W$S of very slight significan~e 
and the pattern of movement was likely to be th~ most important factor. 
The studies also gave evidence that motor fac~ora ar~ relativ~ly few 
and narrow in scope. 
· 'lhe assumption underlying simple inQtor sk:Uls development. was 
that it should be possible to develop A battery of simple mo~or tests 
which would indicate likelihood of success in a more complex motor skill. 
Such tests measuring different areas of ~ptitude have b~n incorporated 
~nto test batteries and are now used for vocational selection and clas• 
sifif.:ation ~urposes .• 
Industrial utilization of motor skills ~esting has been on a 
definite incre~se. Motor skills test.ing is being carried out individ• 
ually and also in conjunction with lliOre comprehensive test b.~tt~'t'i~. 
MOre concentrated research is now being undertaken in order to develop 
this area of testing to a larger extent. 
Employabiliti of the Mentally Retarded 
The employapility of the retarded who liv& in the commqnity and 
those who have been previously institutionalized is ~urrently receiving 
much needed attention. This can be noted in tlle ~esea~ch literature 
and through the dissemination of ~ducational material to the public in 
the fQrm of seminars, forums, pamphlets, and documentea productions on 
radio and 1:elevision. .Studies in the areas of physiolagical, :p~y<:ho-
1ogical, educational, and vocationa.l research are beina- stimulated and 
sponsored by the National A~aociation for ~etarded Childrenj the Amer-
ican Association on Mental Deficiency, the Office of Vocational Rehabil• 
12 
itation and National Institute of Mental Health in Washington, D. C. 
In a paper which discusses the reasons for the return of patients 
who had been placed in the community from the Edward Johnstone Training 
and ReaearchCenter, Cohen1 po~nted out that one of the reaso~s the r~­
tarde~ failed was that the community was not ~ware of the meaning of 
retardation nor of the positive aspects of hiring tha retarded. He in• 
dicated t~t the public, especially tha potential employe~ and the re-
tardates' co~workers, must be educated about retardation and ~hould not 
assume a negative stereotype attributed to retardates in gene~al. Cohen 
felt that having a label of mentally ~etarded and ~oming from an insti-
tution presented severe problems in the vocational $nd soc~al adjUst-
ment of the patients. Employers and others in the community $eemed to 
have developed prejudices that did not pe~it the retardate tP~ same 
opportunity he ~ould have had if these labels were not applied to hbn. 
ln a review of the literature by Tizzard and o•connor,2 it was 
concluded that the~e was much evidence to show that many retardates 
were able to take their place in society after a suitable per~od of in· 
stitutional care. They also felt that there was no reaso~ to suppose 
that the retarded employee is less persistent or more suggestible than 
other members of the co~unity 9f comparable socio•economic status. 
lhey found the retardate•s performance on level of aspiration testa 
1.J. Cohen, "An Jt.nalysis of Vocational Failures of Mental, RetaJ;d• 
ates Placed in the Community Aftel: a Period ox Institutionaliz:ation. n 
American Journal on ·Mental Deficiency (November,. 1960h 65:3:375 •. 
5 
2J. Tizzard and N. O'Connor, "The EU!Ployability of High Grade 
Mental Defectives •" :Part I; American Journal on Mental Deficienc;y 
(April, l950)t 54:574. 1 
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did n~t distinguish him f~om the ~mployee of averag~, intellig~nce. ije 
was found to b~ apparently no more sugge~tible to monotony than a no~· 
mal worker. ~izzard and O'Connor al$o felt there was no evidence that 
the retardate was likely to vary in output more· than the normal worker. 
They pointed out that he was unlikely to be more prone to injury than 
his fellow workers.1 
o•connor concluded from a study carried out at the London Youth 
. 
Employment Bureau in England that within the limits of the high grade 
defective for l.Q~ 50 to I.Q. 85, lack of intelligence is not the main 
2 handicap to a successful work and production r~cord. Tizza~d and 
O'Connor3 found that measurement of employability based upon int~lli-
gence alone was of dpubtful value. 
Kennedy,4 in the United States, studied over ~00 cognitiv~ly 
deiective ~en whose I.Q.'s ranged from 55 to 75. She compar~d these. 
subjects with controls of no:r:mal intelligence. from the same environ• 
me~t and xound that the ~ame number we~e self-supporting in both sroups. 
biMichaet5 points out that many studies have demon$ttated that 
lJ. Tizza~d and N. O'Connor, 11The. Employability of High Grade 
Mental l)efectiv~s," Part II, American Journal on Ml'antal,Deficiency 
(July, 19$0), 5S:l:l56. 
2N. O'Connor; ttDefectives Working in the Community, 11 American 
Journal on Mental Deficiency (Octob~r, 1954)~ 59:177. 
3Tizzard and O'Connor; op. cit., Part II, P~ 144. 
4a. Kennedy, ''The Soc,ial Adjustment; of Morons ;l.n a Conne~ticut 
City,n Mansfield·Southb~ry Training School• Social Service D~partment, 
1948. 
Ss. bUiicha.e)., "The State-Federal Program of Vocational: Rehabil· 
itatipn for the Mentalj:y Retard¢d•n American Journal on Mental Defic ... 
1iency (October, 1949)"1 54:233. 
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a surprising number of the mentally retarded are ¢mploy~d in un$k!lled 
-and semiskilled jobs. vocational specialists ltnow that ~ersona with 
an l.Q. below 70 have potentialities to become satisfactorily employed 
if they are prop~rly trained. In another article, Hullen1 is of the 
opinion that mentally handicapped boys and girls have found wor~ in a 
very ,d.de variety of occupations and industries. He feels that with 
few exceptions the tasks on which the ret~rded are engaged are of the 
unskilled and s¢miskilled types, ln urban areas the retarded have been 
employed in ~imple fastory Work and in all typee of servi~e jobs in~ 
volved·with daily living. Examples of these occupations are: janitors; 
porters·~ dis~ashers; elevator operators, bootblacks, helpers on trucks~ 
newsboys, shippers, and errand boys. !n rural areas Mullen notes that 
the retarded have been s~ccessfuily engaged in domestic work and as 
helpers on farms. 
Engel2 points out that the types of jobs open to the mentally 
retarded vary according to the resources of the community. She indi-
~ates that in rural areas as well as in urban areas·the retarded can 
cope with semiskilled and unskilled jobs as well as other aspects of 
daily living. Engel notes the following range of occupations in which 
the retarded nave been successfu~; construction work~rs, messenger~, 
0 
waitres;;les, painters, carpenterE.~, dishwasher:;~, laundresses; bus-boys, 
garage mechanics, and stockyard assistants. 
. 
1F. A. Mullen, ''Mentally "Retarded Youth Find Jobs," Personnel 
and Guidance Journal (October, 1952), 31:24. 
2A. M. Engel, HEmplQyment of the Mentally l.tetarde.d,n American 
Journal on Mental neficieney (October; 1952), 57:244. 
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Motor Ability Testing with Retardates 
~Y ~efinition~ retardation implies a slow rate ~f learning. The 
research indicates that motor skills of the mentally retarded should 
not be vocationally assessed.fn the same mann~r as are those of indi• 
viduals possessing normal intelligence-
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Xobias 1 atat•• tbat u•tan4t.rd1~"d test• which .aaut"e one trial 
lear.ntna will r•·enfQrce th• initial diagnowt• Qf retardttioA Without 
supplytn; the info~tion of vocational f~aaib1lity~" ~Qbiaa i& of the 
opinion tll&f! ~)toper evalua.f!totl qf the 1:atarded se• to ~•quire. a. fo~ 
of t••ttua which pet$1ts o~•etvatlon o~ moxe than •1n$le·t~ial ltarn• 
in$ which •tanQ&rdte•d te•t• evaluat~. He £••1• that stn•raltzattons 
art.-tna .frQtl r•tultA of a atngle•tt:tal t••t fo:r: the SJUtntally retarded 
eli~nate fo~ conatd~ation a '~tential1y i~;tant facto# which is the 
i-.J:ovhlnt that frequently followa ••tended practice. tobias i-ndicates 
that ultt.ate efficiency appears as a ~te significant factor than tpeed 
ot l«•rninS in tno•• vocations in which l'•tarde(l p•rsona hope t;o find 
emplo)1Dent'" 
Cronb•ch2 J!•4!1s tbat what • un. 4o•• whtn h• i!:tr•t aturppta. a 
pJycboaotor teat or task oo•• not al~Y• cQ~ret.t• highly with acorea 
lta tun• late...- in a practice aed.e&. Scor•a tend. to b• roore reU.•blt 
a£t•r bt baa had •ufficienu ptact1c• on tbe ta1kwhtch r«aovaa tb• el•· 
attnt! of pl:'ob18Il•$c>lvtug. He $kes an i-.portant o'b•enation whi~h. is 
~uite relevant to the teattns ~d .-ployability of ~•tard4te• on ~tor 
$k:tlll t&$kll 
fo~ m()$t job$ it ta .Olie t.lpottant to bow what eoortliruL• 
tiOn ot apead th~ applicant can display aft•r training than 
how fast ba can adapt to a new ta.•k~ Th• l)UrfO•• in .-ployte 
aelec\tion ia to aet t.tOrk•r• ~bo wf.11 pl'o4uce w~11 •t tl\e end 
ot traf.ning. 
lJ ~ Tobi•s• "Bvaltmtion c>f tb,e Vocational Potential of Mtnt411y 
leUtdec1 touna Adults," Trlaining ;§cbeollu!lefd.~ (:f'tbruary, 1960). 56; 
4;123 • 
.2L. Cro~bach~ Jbsentiala of P•'ft;tholqs:t~al Testina (New torkr 
Hltper •ndBt~the;a. 1949)• ,. 223. 
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Tizzard and Loos1 concluded from ~ motor ~kitls study with ~e-
tardat~s that: 
The subject's ~itial score on the test ~e studied is 
likely to give a poor esttmate of his actual ability to do 
the te$t after practice. Fo~ some studies initial perform· 
~nee may be tmportant, hut in the studies of 'abilities' we 
question the practice of ~iving the test only once especi• 
ally when unintelligent persons, who may have difficulty in 
understanding 't·7hat is expected of them, ar~. used s.s subjects. 
The three studies cited above amply that the retarded potential em· 
ployee should be exposed to a differ~nt type of pre~work evaluation 
than is present+y being conducted py many employers. 
Factors Concerning the Emploxability of 
Mental Retardates 
D!Kicl1ae14 indicates that one of the biggest barrier$ to mor~ 
effective rehabilitation o! mental retardate-s is the conglomeJ;atl.on of 
falseho'ods,- half truths, -prejudices, and fears which s1Jrrounds the em• 
ployment of the-. retarded. He feels that th~se severely limit the· pub• 
lie •.s knowl.edg~ of the, fa~ tors which are critically 't~lated to voca-
tional adjuatment. of the mentally retarded. AlGo, th$ Unit~d States 
Department of Health, Education and Welfar~3 re~orted that the develop-
ment of progressive vo~ational programs for the mentally retarded has 
been handicapped by the presence of a number of unwarranted and p~eva­
lent assumptions. These misconceptions have. seriously inhibited the. 
l.r. Tizzard and F. M. Loost "The Learning of a Spatial R~lation 
Test by AdUlt :unbec:Ues.," ftmerican Journal on Mental Deficiency (July, 
1954), 59:90. 
2piMichael~ op. cit~; p. 428. 
3united States Depa4tment of Health, Education and welfare~ 
Preparation of Mentally Retarded Youth for Gainful Emuloym@nt, Bulletin 
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exploration ofuew·avenues for vocational preparation and placement of 
retarded youth and yo~g adults. Several of the factors which may have 
inh~bited prospective employers from hiring the retarded will be re-
viewed. 
In some communities the concept of I.Q. has b¢en r~garded as an 
efficient predictor of an individual's level of vocational and social 
adjus~ent ~nd of his ability to profit from a rehabilitation program. 
As a consequence o~f this, nintelligence t~st scores have sometimes been 
utilized as a criterion &or the selection or rejection of individuals 
for placement in educational and other important variab.1es. 111 Th~re­
fore, many potentially productive retarded persons have been deprived 
of an opportunity for vocational placemen~ as a result of having an I.Q. 
score a few points below what the workers involved considered essential 
2 for a suc~essful vocational adjustment. 'l'izzard and O'Connor, in a· 
review of lite~ature concerned with the employability of the retarded, 
state t~t ~'measurement of employabiiity based. upon intelligence alone 
was sbown to be of doubtful value and the misleading character of cer• 
tflili social surveys critici~ed." 
Some employers feel that the retarded do as well as, and even 
better than, normals on what are described ~s repetitive ar monotonous 
3 tasks. It is probable that this notion has led sehool and Tehab~lita-
NQ. 28 (Washington. D.C.: U. S. Government P~inting Office, 1959)~ p. 34. 
1Ibid!' p. 35. 
2Tizzard and O'Connor. op. cit., Part II, p. 144. 
3united States Departm¢nt of Health~ Education and Welfaret 
op. cit., p. 35. 
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. 
t.ion personnel to s~ek and plac~ retardates on jobs requiri~g repeei· 
tive operations. Ti2zard and O'Connor,1 after revi~wing the literature 
on this subj~ctt state that the retardate "· ~ • is apparently no mpre 
susceptible to monotony than a normal worker and maybe even less so. u 
they point out furth~r that Hit might be po~;~s-ible to conclud~~ t~re­
fore~ that defectives are, under favorable.conditions~ no more variable 
in performance of a. manual kind of work than normals and axe no more 
2 
easily fatigued .. 11 
Some ~mployers feel that retardates are more accident prone and 
therefore have been hesitant in hiring ~hem becaua~ ofWorkmen1 s Compen• 
sation provisions. This has resulted in considerable restriction of the 
Tange of jobs considered by rehabilitation personnel to be desirable 
,placemen;s of the retarded. 3 Abel4 is of the opinion that ",the high 
grade defective is less prone to accidents because be or she shows less 
tendency to bepom~ lost in thousht or to seek r~lief from mono~ony in 
attending over much to the mechanism at han4." .Ti~z~rd and o•Qonnor5 
concludli! froa the research on accident proneness that 1"It may be !lS• 
sumed that the defe¢tiv~'s lack of intelligenc~ will not be an impor~ 
tant factor provided his work ia not of a too complicated nature. • , • 
1Tizzard and O'Connor~ op. cit., Part l!; p. 156. 
2tbid., ,. 157. 
lunited States Department of Health, Educa~~o~ and Welfare. 
op. cit., p. 35. 
4r. M. Abel; 1'A Study of a Group oi Subnotmal Girls Successfully 
Adj1,1sted in Industry and the Community;u A'lllerican Journal on Mental 
Deficiencx (1940), 45:66·72. 
:Sxtz~ard and O'C.onnor, op. cit. t Part Il-1 p. 1::;3. 
2'0 
The~e seems littl~ ~eaaon to $uppo~e. that the~ would be aQ~~ $U$ee~t~b1e 
to accident than UQ't*l$. n· 
JO§Ot Skill! Studt~· xith the Mfqtall~ R•ta~d•d 
Retea~cb Jtudtes ¢oncatned ~it~~~or Jkilla of th• ~etarded 
potential employ•• in ••ud•Id.ll•d and un•ki11e4 Jobs: a~tt r•eeiving 11()l'e 
att•ntion •nd e~lorat!on. Un~il tectntly) r••••~h coneemd with tbe 
~tor •killa of children und~~ •txteen o~ ••v•nte$n yeara of .as• baa 
bun th• pt~ $Ourc• 9f inve•tisation. lt will be fo~d that so• of 
the ~eat,tlt• o£ the inve•tipt:ton• bt1ow •r• contradictory. SoJ!I& invea• 
dg&t\1tr• fttl that liQOtor •kill• •• relat•d. to twaplQ~nt Qf tt. ra• 
tatded arli of grfiat impott-.nc•• and <,re:aearc~ into thia a.rea u 4et· 
initely ue•ded. 
'l'he 110tor ~haracted.stlcs of 284 lDitntally retarded boy• and sf.rle 
from apecial ct.s••• in public ech~ol• •ete 'nvest!sated by Francia and 
ltol:':f.ck"1 the refult• of the atudy indieat• that int•tU.genc• a$ ._.ur•d 
by a a~ne.rdizad !nt•l11atnce te•t -·• po$1ttvely co~tel&t•d with mo•t 
{)f th• ..ato~ perfo~nce te.$t• tn the batt•ey thty uaed... tt was fltated 
that: 
Xvidence se.eaa to indicate ~hat lQOtot' 4lbi11t:lea of educable 
~ntally retarded children are .otganized in much tbt 4~ ~•1 
a• in nonwl chilctten and. that th~ developw.ent of the•e abil• 
ities follQwJ a~il•r dtvelopaent&1 curve• • a1tb0dgh at lower: 
levela than ru>tDI41 ch:tlcken.. · 
1a. J. Franc11 and G. Rotick, Motor Characterbtica of the 
Mentally Ja;etarded• Coope.r.-ttve: ltesearcl.l Mon()araph NQ.. 1 (Wash1.ngton. 
lh C:l:d Unitetl State• Govetmutnt Ptinting Officet 1?60) • p. 37. 
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Brace1 investigated the ability of feeble-minded girls to l~arn 
$port•type gross body motor skills. He also examined the effect of in• 
telligence on motor learning and performance of motor skills. Three 
t~sts of learning and other standardized tests of athletic ability were 
administe.red to fifty girlst ages thirteen to eighteen, who had a mean 
intelligence quotient of 52.98 and a chronological age of l.S..77. He 
conc~uded that int~lligence appeared to have more of a relationship 
with motor learning, motor ability~ strength~ and athletic apility than 
noted in the ~ase with girls of the same age range who were in the nor-
mal range of intelligence. One explanation of th¢ findings, Brace 
noted. may ~ve b.een that with individuals of ~ery low intelligence~ 
slight differences may have significant effect upon ability to learn 
and to perfor:m gross bodily motor skills. He also pointed out that 
emotional reaction patterns may have operated to produce poor pe~form• 
an~e scores • 
. ~ulcinski2 investigated the effectiveness of superior~ normal, 
and subnormal children of fifth and s~fh grade age level in the learn-
ing of selected fundamental muscular skills. One hundred ancl fiv.e s~b­
jects having an intelligence range from 125 to 41 were utilized in this 
study. The tnveskigator found that group comparisons showed a sign~fi­
~ant degree of learning by the superior (intelligence) group over the 
lD. K. Brace, 1'Motor 'Learning of Feeble,..minded Girls," Research 
Qugrterly. Argericap Association for Healtlt, Phxsical "gducAtion, and, 
Recreation (Octoberj 1?48), 19:3;275. 
2.L, E. Kulcinski, ~'The R~lationship of lntelU.gence to 1;he. .~eam• 
ings of ;J1undamental Muscular Skills," Research Quarterly, American As-
sociation of Health. Physical Education, and Recreation (1945h 16:4:276. 
'normal and subnormal groupa as well a~ a high degree of ability by the 
aup~riox group over the subnormal group. Kulciuski con9luded that a 
positiv~ relationship ~xisted between various degrees of intelligence 
and the leanling of fundamental muscular skills by the. su~jects o.f his, 
study. 
By use of the Lincoln Adaptation of the Oseretsky Test of Motor 
. 
2roficiency; Turnquist an4Marzol£1 investigated the motor abi1it~es 
of children. who were ment~lly ~eta~ded as compared to the mo~or abil• 
ities ot children who were not retarded. The mentally retarded chil-
dren had a chronologi~al age o~ 13.6 and a mean l,Q. of 69 on th~ Stan-
ford-Binet Sc;ale.. Th~ children of normal intelligence ·had a mlilan I .'Q. 
of 102 and a chronologica~ age of 13.6. The investigators found that 
the normal and mentally retarded groups w~re significantly different 
on twenty-five of the s:txty•f:t.ve, Oseretsky items. AlSo, the mentally 
retarded childr~n did not perform better than the children of notmal 
.i.ntel.ligence on any test item. Turnquist and Marzolf felt. tha.t the 
~esults of th~ir study indicated that the·m~ntall~ retarded have de~ 
fici~cies in motor ability when compared to thos~ of average intelli• 
gence. 
1D. A. Turnquist and S. Marzolf; •'Motor Abilities of Ment~lly 
Retarded Youth, u Journal of the American Association of Health, Phxs• 
ical E~ue~t~on, and Recreation (1954). 25:3:44. 
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Sloau1 invts~t&ated th• t~la~ionshi.p b~tw~en moto~ p~ofi~i~~cy 
~nd int-.ll!g~ce of %0 ~nt~lly aefeetive chi14t~n£n4 20 ebila~en of 
®~1 iutelU.gence aa ~aured by tbt. lil!'et Adaptation ()f t:biJ Ot•ret• 
1ky Mote>'!: J)GW6lo-pment Scall" Be concluded tha.t (a) tt.IQtOt profieitncy 
w•~ P9sit~vely related to tnt•llt~nc~; (b) nu •e3 dtfterende$ wefe 
foun4: {4) ~ith mental ~ef~~tives th~ 4•sx•e of cif$1culty was founG 
to vary directly with task cOllplexity. Tbii: 4nd the pteee<fi"DS study 
~· cotte•med with th• r•1•tionsbip between int~lU.s•nc• ~d JnOt:or 
p;-oftctency ~ They both found a pod.ti'VI te.14il.¢i.QntJh:tp~ 
~he Te1at!o~•h1p of intelligencat •s•i aud s~ to moto~ pro~ 
£iciJancy <Jt 60 dnta.lly defective cbil<'tr~n as qaaured by· tlut Lincoln• 
o;ereterky Motor Dev•l~p:me~t Scale waa itlvli•tiptect by Rabin. 2 ll6 con .. 
clu4td thJt <•> ~tot p~ofic!•ncy w•• not ~igaificantly ~elated to in• 
teltig~~ce; (b) ~oto~ troftci~cy bad • po1it!v~ si~£ic4nt felatio~· 
•1:-d.p to ~~~~~ (~) .1110tot: prof'ici•ncy wa.s ®t founct to vary •• a func;tiott 
o: •ex. l'b.b ftn41ng of a neaativ~ r•lationship betQ~ intell:ts•nc• 
an~ m~to~ ~~ill• contradict$ the •bave ftnd1ng$ conctrning thi$ •ubject. 
The ~to~ p~o1teiency of sa tu•titutton•li~ad and 56 nonin$ti~ 
tutionalit~4 ~eear~d ch114r~n and il normal child~en A$ mea~ured by 
the LittcQln·o~ueretsky Motor »&velopment s~a.le owas 1nves.t-i8at~d by Jifalpaat .. 3-
lw .. Slo•n• 'TMotor ProU<:i•ncy an.cJ lntelltsence,n ~d.ean Jouma:l; 
pf H!ntal. P..!,f~cien.cx (January~ 19.51), 5S:40S .. 
2u. M. l!ab1n• ••the ltelation$h!p o.i -Ase. ltittl..U.genee, •nd Motor 
Proff.ciencr in. Mental »•feQtives,» A~ric~n :lqama!, of Mental .. D.•.f:l~.i~ncx 
(Novembe~~ 1957); 62t515~ 
3L. 'I. Malp&l$ 1 1l){otor l'rofl~:leney :lb Institut:Loualize-4 and Non• 
lnet1t\Jti~nal.f.2:ed D.-etuded Children lind Nonl&l dhildrea, ·~ f+Mx:tcan 
:J:otttnal of Mental nefic:lencx (May. 1960) II 64;1014~ 
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He £elt that .otor ,rofieiency acor•• did not dlff•~•nttat• groupa of 
in.atitutiona1!zed •nd noniu.tttution&lit•d ~eta~ded bo1• and girla· ft~ 
eaoh o-=her • but that btshl:Y a:lani.ficant ditfetreac•• o~cuYrcd whetJ. re• 
tardate# w•~e coupated~ith AO~la. 
An inv~atisation wa• don• wtth ti$ht mal• lnatitutionalit•4 ~· 
becil•• (t.q. of 64<) l>;y ob•etvtns l••rntna on each of four· fotm~o•n:d• 
Qf the M!nn•sota S~ti~~tl Rel•t:tonli Teat. A11 aubJ•eta ahow•4 tapid •· 
pro"V.-nt .and eonsi&n:abl-. tranat.r of t,:a:tnins~ '.tha .aubje~t• were ~•'!" 
tested on• uonth after the fina1 practice period and theii •corea ta• 
. 1 
tOin•dblUcb higher tban thef.r initial scot:••· 
Sabin2 £•ela that ~tor akt11• ex•rt an. impottant influ•n~• on 
the •110tiona1 well bd.ng o£ th• child and •dot•acent. He indleates th•t 
.otor ak:f.lia ltav• p•raD:Junt illpl:tca.ttons fQ't vocational pl•cement ~ which 
ta especially true to~ th• m.neal tata~d&tes. u•caus• vo~•tiont which 
need • g~eat amount of aeademtc learning or •chooling •~• inac~•••ibl• 
to the ;etarO.te; he aust r•lf on the mot• ro~tine •euard,cal joba of 
an untkllled and •emiakllle4 nature ~nwh!ch.otor $kill• ~•~t a pte• 
do'adll8.llt influence. Motor $kills ar• therefor• of great impQrU.n¢• to 
the ~t•lly ~etarded. 
3 Ve~n, 1n ~~tiaing th• re•ults of very •~tentive iuveseiaa· 
ttQn• into ~h& •tr~cture of practical abilities carried out in the 
1Ti~Z$l:'4 and 'tooa~ oe. cit. •· P~ ~()~ 
~Rabin~ S2·. ei~.~ p. ~r3. 
Sp. i. Vel:ilEln~ 11'lhe Structur~ of h~cti~a! AbiU.tie••" Occupt:. 
,ti()yl P.s;xehglggx (1949), 33:87 .. 
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A~ed Se~tq~s~ concl~de$~ t~here is no ~videnc• that ~ny person 1$ 
unt1:~inttble ln. any practiclil job throttah .th« lack o-t apt~eude, ptovicled 
tlw,t: be- Mt:J Sl.iff$.eient ptou:.•siatence and int$t'f:St"' ~ • .. n 
Xu a study by Cauto~ an4 St&eQyt1 th$ Purd~ Pegboard was admin• 
ise~~ed to 115 malt retardates ra~gtug tn a~ from fou~tee~ to ei$hteen 
With l.Q~ 'a frota 42 ~ 82. 'rhe· t'eltilt:e of the:tr 1n~stigat:lQl\ ~1;e: 
(a) thete wete ~o si&niftc~t dif~erenees in 'er£ormanc~ among th~ 
va.lttous ag~ levels in the ~et:atded aroup (14~ 15, 1$; 17, and 1.8 year• 
ol..u); indicating in this. partieulur group that manual dexeed.ty is 
~~ure4 by tha tim& tb.$ inotvidunl teae~~ fourteen y~~s o£ as•; (b) 
tbe~e we~e no difference$ in p~rf0~¢e between tho$e in tb~ 60 to 69 
I. Q. rang&. and thos(t in the 70 to a~ I .. (!~ ~~nge • though it wa.& found 
tl~at. thea'> L-wo- stoups were aiani:ficanely better than those in tbo 42 to 
S9 t"q~ range~ (~) the "t•rde~.tes• aoar~ distributions f9r three tr1.al 
totals were foun4 not to .Uiffet: signtfi<:antty from th$ ttt;JtJDa1 ~ur,ve; 
(d) n gr~at tteal of S)vertapping t~£ •eore$ >Wa$ found when comparing tlul 
detect:ive~ti tesult:s 1-1ith t~se. Qf th~ two grougs of not"mal*, the !ndi,.. 
.cation btina that any individu.l cl~ff!cti11es ate capable of ptlttormins 
routine manual task$ well. / ..... 
!i~:tr! 
Tha e~p1oyability ~f the ~tally retarded ~ ~•l•ti~n to. thet~ 
abiU.t)' to fu.uction at aelli&lkilled and un$lt:Ul•d jQbe ~~ b•en an undet'• 
d1veioped are~ of reaea~cb wben compared to ~ny of thu othe~ Aspects 
1G~ N .. Cant()r 4nd a~ 1.~ St•cey) 1~nipulative Dextell'ity in Mental 
O.fec;~ivcta.n f\tna,;:ican,.Jou:rsl og Mentftl Df£icit.~I (Oc~b•r, 1iSl), 
S6t2l409. 
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of tetar~tion wbieb bave been inveatiSat;ld. In the ~ast $8V~r41 yeare 
new fin4ncial auppo~t and tnter••t bavl been ~tended by gov~'Qmental, 
public~ a~d private organi=ationa into the vocational potentialttiee 
of the rt~tudecl. 
Sotrlil of the atudlee teported in this cbapter pQ1nte4 out that • 
n~er of potential employers of tbe ~ttarded have a prejudice to~rd 
them because of mistnfo~tion or a lack of und~standlus tn ~esaru to 
the concept of ment•l r•tard4tion, Consequently • SQIM employers who 
nav• job opening$ in the .... iakilleCI ad: unskilled trades will tlot bire 
the w•tal!'ded .. 
Studiea sur'Vey•d in this ehapt•r have reported the foll<>wing 
conclu$tone: 
1. 'the 'reta:td•d ere able to take: ttu!i.t- plaet. in society Gd be 
~elf~auppo;ttna in •eaiakilled tnd unskilled jobs afte~ in• 
•titubional care. 
2.- lh~re i$ no reason to suppoae that the ~etarded ~ployee i$ 
leas pereistent o~ more •uss•atable than other wo~kers. 
3~ th're is no <li$t$.ngu.t,habl• ctifference between th• petf¢u:.1G'"' 
lnce .of th• l:'etardec.\ on 1ev•l of aspiration tetti all cqmpared 
to othe~ ~pl~yee$* 
4 ~ l!he r~tarded ~o not s~cm to b• any more •ffected by •n<atony 
on t~ job than are other workers • 
.;.. 1'h~ r-etarde4 do not v•ry in proc:lQctiQn l.'JIOre th.an the uo:t'lla1 
~tker. 
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6. ':~:he tt«etarded 4r~ no mor• .-ceidcrnt prone than other. worktr$ 
;in -=he aaua" •n"Vil'Qnmtnt .. 
Se'116ral $tuc.U.ea agreed that ~he proc~dtil:'e. of employee e:vi.luation 
and $el•etion by the administration of • one~trial aptitude test do•s 
not s:tw a 11alid Eind accw:ate p~dicticm of tbe level at which the t;'Cl• 
tardud will functioa a£ter so•e Q~portunity to practtce the ~kill in· 
"olve4, ~hes~ tnvestisatoJS~ f~lt t~t for a raore accu-rate a.saeasment. 
of the actual D!Otor capabiU.tiea of tb« retal:'.dect • longe't'" period Qf 
evaluation would be necessary. 
So~ ~f the ~esearch presented a CQnttover•y ~n resar~ to the 
te~tionship between the performanc~ ~f,~to~ ak!llt and the t.~telli~ 
sene~ of the tetar:d.d., Two O.f the •tudiel re!)ott4!d fit, positive rela-
tionship between moto~ •kills and intelligence, while anoth~r study ~·· 
ported. a nes-tiv~ relatiQ~thtp.. lt was all$C 4-oncluaed f~om ••vatal 
stu4tes that r$ltor pr<:tfic~ncy was not foun<l to vary As a funQi:ion of 
The. motor skills of adult& i" •n -.rea of inve$tigation whicb has 
been p-.~:fox~d on a 1:elattvely liaite4 batJis ~ The WJtitfu; found many 
~r~ studies available conce~ing tb• ~tor •btlitles ot cnil~r•n un~$~ 
atxteen yea1:s of .aae than <»f adult•,. Motor :&tdll~ ar~ con•id•red of 
great fmvortance t~ tb~ ment4lly re~r4~6 ~~caus• jobs ~equi;ins aca• 
demic l•arntns or schooling ar• not ~vail•ble or accessibl• to them. 
Ttt•r•fc>rt:_, they must ~ly heavily on acctuil:ius ~outtne jobs ot an uno. 
skilled or se~iskill•u nature ~n which ~tor skill$ uaually have a pre· 
doud.Mnt influenc•~ 
.. 
C:H4PTER lil 
METHODS AND PROCEDWES OF THE STUDY 
Scope 
Retarded patients.•• This st~dy included elghty male retarded 
patients between the ages of eighteen and thirty~ Few studies rela~ed 
to motor skilis have been done with this retarded age gr.oup. Men of 
this age group would be considered by the institutional authorities as 
moat likely candidates for potential employment. 
As a result of a previously administered Stan_ford•Binet: Int~lli· 
gence Seal~, each patient was found to have an intslligenc~ 4u~tient of 
between fifty and seventy-five. This range of intelligence is usually 
considered to be in the educable category. Patients in this catego~y 
are eligible for vocational placement outsid~ the institution. 
The patients were in essentially normal physical health and with· 
out any significant physical disability. Each patient was diagnosed as 
non•brain·injured in his official medical records. Patients diagnosed 
as brain-injured were eliminated from the study because of the addi-
tional motor abnormalities which evolve from this condition. 
Selected group of the general working population.•- The selected 
group of the general working population coll$isted of one hundred men 
be~ween the ages of eighteen and thirty-two who were considered te 
be in no~l health and without any significant physical disability 
.. za-
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which ~igbt ~pair their vocational potentialitie$ iu a s~skilled or 
unttkil.led job. th~se· men W.~e ta~ted. ~n the skill$ of motor cpordina.,. 
tion, manual dext~rity., anct f,inget detted.ey at the trnited SJ:at~s Em• 
pl~nt Setvice, Division ~f .Emplo,ment Security. :Brockton, Massachu• 
$ett&1 for employers seeking se~killed and unakilled employe~• tn 
tbis geogwphieal fu:c;m~ "Tb:$ nten were- sub•equenUy employed in semi• 
skilled and unskilled job$ within $ev~ra1 montbs af.te~ the mo;or skill$ 
testing p~oavam had b~a perfor,med. 
,,l;natr~en~ 
Xh~~to~ $killa utiliaed in this stud' ~e~e investigated by 
me~• of the following three perfo~nce tests: Motor Coordtnatton. 
Manual ))exterity ~ and iinger D~xterity. these three tests we):'~ adapted 
fr:om the Cene,'i!'al Apt.itud~ test B$.ttery" l?orm :s,.1 gen~rally refet'ted to 
a~ the G.ATB. the GA. '.en is .a. cl$ssifi~a ~e$~ whj.ch was 4¢'\telope~ fc>r u11e 
in the occuvatiol1al counseling program of the Uni~d States Employment 
Senicta. 
Motor Coordination••The ability to ~oordi~te eyes and ~da or 
fineers l:'apidly .and .accuzoately in tuld.ng pr~c:f.se mo'Vements wit:h $peech 
.and to ntake a tllOvement r~sponse accurat~ly -an~ swiftly. The teat con"' 
a~sta of a $~ries q£ $~uaree in which the exa~inee is to make three 
pencil ~rka, workins aa rapidly as poaaible. the marks to be made 
ar~ Jhort lines, two vertical and a third horizontal line beneath 
1oacat X. Buros (ed .. ) 1 The Fifth ,Mental Measurements Yearboo.\s (llighland Park; New Jersey: 'The Gryphon Press:. 1959). p._ 692~ 
'• 
~0 
them. Total t:l.tnt,: 60 aec()naa. 1 
ManQ!l Dtxtertt~~·The abili~y to mo~e hsnds eaaily and $~ill-
Place Te•t••The equip~t used fOr tbis teat co~sists of a 
rectang~l•~wooden boar~ (ptgboard) divided intQ two s~ctions, 
each section ~ontaining 48 hole•. The upper section cotttains 
48 cylindrieal wooden pe.gs ~ !he e2Uilllinee remo~s. the wooden 
pegs ftoltl th& boles .in the upper part of uhe. board an,;t in~erts 
tb~ in th• corresponding holes iu th~ lower pa~t of the b~a~d. 
:JUQV.ing two pegs simultaneously, one in e~eh han.<!. this perform• 
.ance i-s (ltJna tlltee tiilEU:i J with the examine~ wo~king rap~dly ~o 
l110V'e as uaany of t:he pegs as possiblEi <luring the time allowed,. 
Total time; 4S aec~d$. 2 
1urn.~~s~--~he ~quipment d~sc~ibed uader ~lac~ Te$e is also 
used fen:• this test~ 'lor the Turn test the lower seQt;ion of the 
hoa~d cQntains the 48 cylindrical pegs. The e~a~nee re~ves • 
wooden peg from a hole; turns the f)e$ over so that the oppo$;l.te 
end is up~ and. ret:utn$ th$: peg to the. hote ftom which tt -was 
taken., using ()nly his preferr~d. hand. the examinee- works l.'aptd1y 
tQ turn and teplace as many of the 48 eylindrtcal pegs as pos"' 
3 Sible during the time a11owed4 Total t:tme; -90 $~conds. 
1Bureau of Emplo,ment.: Sec\ld.ty, Guidf! to th§- Use of the General 
Aptitude Te§t Biltt:erx, $ection IIt, lla.velopment (Washington, D. C~: 
United States D~patbuent of Labor. 1958) • l'>P• D2-l>4. 
2lbid. 
3tb15!~ 
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Finaer Dexterity~·The ability to ~ve the fingers aAd manipulate 
4.all object$ with the flnaero rapidly and atcutately. 
Assemble Teat••Tbe equipment used for this teat consists 
of a emall rectangular board (Finger Dexterity Board) contatn• 
ing 50 holtl an4 a sUpply of ~11 metal riv~ts and wash~rs. 
The examinee takes & ~11 metal rivet from a hole in tne upper 
pa~t of the board with hia prcfefred hand 4nd at th~ same t~ 
~emoves a amall mat41 washer fr~ a vartical rod wi~h the other 
handi examtn~e put• the washer on the rivet and inserts the as• 
;~mbled piece into tbe corresponding hole in the lower part of 
the board, using only bia preferred hand. ~he examinee works 
~apidly to move and replace aa many rivets and washers as pos~ 
. 1 
aible during the t~me allowed. Total time: 90 second&. 
Disassembl!·~es~-·~he equipment. ~ed fot thi& t•$t is the 
same as tb4t deacribed fo~ the Asaemble Te$t. 2xa~1ue~ r~moves 
the small metal rivet of the aase~ly £rom a 1\Qle in the lower 
part of the board; $lidea the wa$.her to the bo~t~m of the bQard; 
puts the washer on the rod with one band and the ~iV$t ~nto the 
CQtr~apondtos hole in the upper part of the boa~d ~ith the other 
(preferre6) band. the examinee works rapi4ly to move and re• 
~lace as many ~ivets ~nd washers as possible during the ttme at• 
lowed. Total time: 60 seconda.2 
~beae tests wtre chosen fot ~everal reasons~ They· have been 
UASed over a long period of titutt • and co~sid~r~ble research information 
batJ been gatbat~cl concerntng th~i'lr \JS• ll~tb. the general wQrking popula• 
1 2 tton.. -xhe manual for the <M.TB lista 242 specific ref~ren,ct!s and new 
studi•$ ~ontinue to a~pea~ in pertodiC41&~ te~tbookSl and joutnals, 
Readingt a skill in whi¢b. the :t"etarded are usually de£ioient~ was no~ 
required or needed for the understanding of di~ect.i9n•" s;f.Qce the 
examiner illustrated wbat tb~. patient was to do on elich moto-.;: otd.l1 .. 
The ~~or skill• teats are realistically use4 ~or vocational 
placement in all states which ~ve officee sponsored by the United 
States Divi(Sion of Employment s.;curlty. "The$~ tests ar4a used to d~ter .. 
~e a prosp~ctive employee's eligipility fot emglo~n~ in spbctftc 
vocational 1\reas. *fhe task$ on e.cb teat ~"e simulat~c,t to coumon J.UOve ... 
mente of c~rtain type$ of wor.k carri«d out in. i"Qdustty. Tbe reU.,bil• 
tty figures for the ttsts a~e quite r•sp~table as ~Qmpared to o~he~ 
teats of MOto~ $kills~ fh~ reltabil~ty of MPtor Coordination is ~89~ 
of Manual De~t~t~i~31'" .86J and o£ linger ~Jtt~rity, .,S6, as -determined 
by the coefficien~ of stability method~3 
Tbe work aamplea which are presented in Table 1 (tasks on ~hich 
the ~etarded patients in the ~pe~tmental sroup ~racticed) are uae4 by 
the following pre-~valuation vocatioual tr•ining pros~ams: Aid letarded 
1 Buro$. PP• cit •• p. 697~ 
2But:eau of imployment Securityjl i>.P• ci~ •• ; pp,. Zl•Zl2, 
3ButQ•• OR· cit.~ P• 100. 
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1 Child~en- Incorporated, $au Franci•c~. and Waltet E. Fernald State 
School, W•itham, Mataacltuaett.s. D.0/1'. ia the abbtfiviation foi:' tlle 
pictionary of Occpeationa~.Ti~les.1 which analyze• jobs into th•tr in• 
dividual specific operations~ 
'' 
Title U.Ch'r. Glasa Deacription Obse"tvatf.ona Ti~ Allcw~d. 
l. FQLDim cloth-folder, Plastic table• Coorc1ination lO·xnin. 
Plastic Handt6•19.458 cloth covera, of l:Joth hands 
tabl•• 3Si'~';t3$n • mur.t f.n gross 
clotns be foldea 4 movententt. 
tiwle$ to a 
•1-ze 8"xlln 
and inaertetl 
into a band .. 
". 
;?.. INSPEeTI!S Inspector, Screws muat ·be Dexterity- 3 min. 
Screw• · · 6 ~ 2 .. 381 sorted into 2· ·manual, with ' 
a orting (stmple groupa. Screwa sull mat~,.. 
vi•u~l in• ar• ~aiail4r in rials 
spection) color and dt• 
' 
' ~ter. S/32"~l'• 
' but differ in 
lenSth (1 lb .. 
of 1n .and 1 lb 
of 1 .... 1/tn. 
3. STAPtiNG 
,.,, • f Stapl6r-. 2.. i(!tlare of (lao.tdinat:Lon 5 min .. 
&m a-x 49.01 plll.in wbit;e with both 
LABELING paper f,llti~ ~a lumdA .. 
folded in half 
&~d st!apll!d 
over •dse with 
&u t~Jtrip of 
" . eardba•td (simulating a 
lt?.beling prt>c• 
'eS$)_. 
lwod~ Training Center•Aid ie~~dtld Children, Ine_. t Sacond Pros• 
ress Report,. San l?ranci•co, June, l9S9, AppendiX E .. 
I 
2.Dicd.onaty of Occmtional Titles, Part lV: ~ntry Occupational 
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~t£ l (concluded) 
title D.O."'! .. Ole.$s .De~u~.ription Oblilerv(ttiorur time Allowed 
4 • ASSEMBLlN( Toy A;sem· Plastic ball l. Coo'tdina• 7 lllilh 
Ball poin1 b16r. It: point pens, tion of 
pena 6 X 4.309 ¢On$:l.sting of e_y~·band 
6 part•, 11lll$t movements. 
be asaemble¢. 2:.. Dext~rity 
to J~anip• 
ulate. amaU 
materials~ 
5-. RACrm£ Labot l?roc'"' Latlte•' 'bar• 1 ~ C<>ordina• 6 min .. 
For·-elec• easor- ~ttea must b«P: tio.n of 
troplat• a x 74.lo bung in pre• eye-hand 
ing . scribed 1l\Bnner nwvementa .. 
on wira ·eoat 2.. Dexte~tty 
hanget wh!~h to manip,.. 
is su•p•ncled ulate small 
f~om a jig. materir.Jls .• 
Each hanger 
mu~t be filled 
with tot~l o~ 
2S barette&.., 
6. l?ACKAC:ING Labor Prot":' Cardboard boxes Uexte't'ity in 10 min"' 
Pokel: eQ,Sor Jl1xS" aust be man.tpulatlon 
cbip,c; 9 X 13.'01 filled with 100 of small. mat:~· 
standard·•iz• :dals .. 
poUr obipst Total 
Counting jig tim~:. 
with 4 row& 41 min. 
eacb boldiug 
25 chip$ is pro-
vic.t~ci. Aftet 
bo~~s •re 
filled. they 
ml.l~t be. cover~d 
anu .atacki'Jd a:t 
on~ .eud, ~f WQrk 
t•ble ... 
Claasi.fication (Washineton. ». C w: United States Departmen«t of 'Lab()r # 
WaJ: Manpower Col*Disa:lon, Division of Occupa~ional Analy5is• United 
States Gove::rnaent Pd.nt:l.ng Office, 1944). 
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These wotk· s~ples were eho$en fo~ th~ following reason~: They 
are eu~ent1y b~ing used by the abcv~·named $helt~red workshops and 
have b'een found to be quit~ :useful in the training of motot' skills. 
Because a variety of ~asks i~ involved, the patient~ bav• enjoy~d pe~­
fot'tning them u.d bav~ not found. the rtpetition of these ta3b mon()tonous .• 
Re$ding1 a •kill in which the r•t•rded are d~fici$nt• was not ne,ded by 
the pa.tien~a to compx-ehend what was expe~ted of them !n perfolilling the 
ta~~$. The work $~plea are repro~~ct!on$ of actual jQbs whos~ desertp-
1 
tions can be found in the !,)ictionart of Oec!!eational "Titles~ 
Procedure: 
Retarded poeu1ation.~· Pe~issto~ was obtained from ~he $uper• 
; r • 
tnterutent of the W.tentb•m State .Schoo-l~ W'renthalU.~ Massachusetts. to 
utiliz• pati~nta fo~ tbi5 tesearoh study_ Th& fi~$t eighty patients 
whose official ~eeord $~t the Qriter~ for inclusion in tbi~ study 
were $elected, Tne patient• were. of the male ;ex between the. •ses of 
eighte•n att4 thirty. They were diagno•od as non-bratn~:tnjured fr~ 
their oftieial medical records an4. "'"• in normal health., with the ttb· 
sence of any significant phy$!eal or visual dtaabiliti•s, accordtng to 
the patients • buildins physician. the int•lligence quotient o£ the 
patient~ ranged between fifty and sev•nty•five on a ~t•vtously ~~n­
istered Stanford•Jinet lntelligenca Scale. 
Selec~ed,zt~ge o~,the ze~!~a~ ~gr~tna 202Ulation~·· Per.mission 
was obtained fro• th~ Director of Employment Testtng. United St~t•~ 
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Etnployment .Service, Division of Employment Security, :Brockton, Massa• 
chusetts, to utiliz~ their clients' GA!B results on the skills of motor 
coordination1 manual dexterity; and finger dexterity for this research 
study. The test records for the first one hundred men b$tween the ages 
~f eight~en and thirty, in normal h~alth, with the absence of any sig-
ni!icant physical di~ability, w~re alphabetic~lly selected for inclu~ion 
in this stt.tdy. 
Grouping of mentally retarded patients.•• The group of ~ighty 
retarded patients.was alternately (odd-even) divided, into an 4Xpe;i-
mental group numbering forty patients and a con~rol gro~p numbering 
foxty patients_. ~s presented ;l.n Table II, ')!he gro"ps were equated on 
the variables of age and intelligence quotient. 
TABLE II 
EXPERlMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS OF BETARDED .PATUNTS 
Variable 
Number of Patients 
Sex 
Mean Age 
Standard Deviation 
Mean I.Q. 
Standard Deviation 
Diagnosis 
Health 
E&peri~ntal Group 
40 
~lES 
23.30 
4.31 
62.65 
6.75 
Non•:Brain•lnjured 
Normal 
Control Group 
40 
Male 
23.13 
4.18 
62.60 
7.38 
Non•Brain~Injured 
Normal 
Pre•test administration of motor skills tests to -rtetarded pa• 
tients.~- It was arbitrarily decided to teat each member of the con~ 
trol group of forty pati~nts first. Appointment ~ards wer4 Bent to 
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the patients' resident building in order for ~ach patient to be noti• 
fied and sent to th~ examiner's offic~ at the specified time. 
As each patient of the control group appeared for his appoint• 
~nt, it was explained that the activities he was about to perform 
wo~ld help the examiner to determiue how well he could perform the 
tasks with his ~ands, All questions, of ~hicb there w~t~ ~oma depend-
ing upon the i~dividual p4tient. were answered simply and truthfully 
by the investigator. 
The motor skills ~eating was then performed in the order an4 
manner prescribed by the directions which ~ccompanied the manual for 
the General,Apeitude ~est Batterr,1 ~tor skills section. ~ach pa• 
tient of the control group was administered the teat of motor coordina• 
t~on; man~l dexterity; and finger dexteritY. on an individual basis. 
The patients were given the. directions for the three motor skills tests 
and were directly supervised by the investigator. 
After all m~mbers of the control group had been admini~teted 
th& three motor skills test~ by th~ ~bove procedure, ea~h of the forty 
members of the experimental g~oup was admintstere.d the tests of motor 
coordinationr man~al dexterity, and finger dexterity through the utili· 
~ation of the exact proc~dura and conditions under which the. control 
group was te.sted. 
1Bureau of Employment Security, op. cit., pp. D2•D4. 
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Table JII ~resents the order of the 4~1nist~ation 9£ the thre• 
test$ of raotot" skill• ~nd the prder iu which the work samplu were 
practiced by the experimental group of retarde~ pati~ts. 1h& control 
group of reta:rded patients 1t_a:s·;: not involved 'lf:Lth and Qi4 not p~rfo~ 
•ny of tht practtce t•sk• on the work .aaaplta. 
,?:'ABU lii 
ORDER 0)1 MOTOR $RILL$ 'tEST ADMlNIS'tRATION AND Pa!C'.CICS OF WOU SAM.l:>LES 
aY Tll£ lXPBlUMI!lNTAL ~ CONTROL GROUPS OJ? UTAtmBD llATmltS 
Pre•tea~ A~tlistra- Moto:r Coordinlltion 
tion ~ual ne~t-~ity 
finger n.xterity 
Work $ample Practice ~o1ding, Inapecttns• 
$taplin& and Labeling, 
Assembliua1 Racking,. 
~-ckaging 
Retest Administration MotQt CooroinatiQ~ 
Nan~al Dexterity 
Jinser n~terity 
Motot CQordina• 
tion 
MAnual »e~terity 
Finger Dexterity 
No Pz;actice: 
Motol." Coordina.,. 
tion 
Manual ill!xterity 
Finger DeKterity 
~dminiatration of motor skills t•atr to,the.~eleeted group og 
~he seneral work*gg eo~ulatio~.-· The tests ofDOtor coordinationt 
manual d•Rterity~ and finger deKterity were administered to the men of 
the eeleet~4 group of the general working population by the personnel 
of the Brockton offic• of the United States Employment Service. nivi• 
#ion of Employment Security., This testing was performed in the order 
~na manner preac~tbad by th~ General Aptitud~ Tea~ Battery ~ual.l 
.. 
pivision,o£.exeertmenta~.ar~ue of ~tarde4.2•tien~· for a~actic~.-~ 
·' 
tn order to determine w~t effect practice bas upon motor skil!a and 
how vari•4 amount~ of ~r•ctiee affect .oto~ skill$~ pra~ttee sessions 
upon wo~k •ample~ wer« performed by the ~erisental group of retarded 
. . 
p~Jtients. The work ·~;:aples ~ere practiced by the experil!lental group 
under the 41rection •nd $Upervision'of tb~ inves~isato~. 
i~r the purpo~• of practice* the experimental g~oup wa~ divided 
alph$betica1ly ~nto three •epar•t~ sqbgroup& of patient$, •$ p~eaented 
iG Table IV~ Croup A eon•i·st•d oi fourteen patients who tttacticed all 
oi the 'Work samples once each <lay for two con$e'lut:tve day$. Group B 
Qonsisted of fou~te~n patient• who practiaed all of the work $ampl$s 
once eaeh day fot fiV'l cons-ecutive daya.. Group C con'i~ted of tw<!lve 
pati~nts wbo practiced all of the work aamp1es once •ach day for seven 
consecutive days. Afte~ pfactice waa compltt~d by the pati~nt• on each 
~ork sample, there ~as an interval of two minutes of "rest before the 
next work s~~le waa attemptfd. Practice by each pati~nt; excluding the 
r~st periodst totaled 41 minutes. 
'l'A~LB IV 
DIVISION Olr Tal EXPl!lR.IMBNTAL O"ROUP li'Ol THE l?tJitOOSE OF P!ACTIOlt 
No ... of No. of Rtst Group Patients Mean As~ Mean I .. q .. l?ractice Petiod l>az• (minute•) 1 J • ~, t i r : J'l I J ? itM;-
A 14 26.2 63.5 2 2 
B 14 20.0 63 .. 0 5 2 
(! 12 23 • .6 61-.l 1 z 
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In order to determine if there wera significant differences be· 
tween each experimental subgroup and every ~ther experimental subgroup 
on the variables of age and intelligence, the analysis of variance tech-
nique was applied. 
By application of the analysis of variance techn~q~, expert• 
mental subgroups A, B, and C were found to differ significantly from 
each other on the variable of age. These data are presented in Table ~ 
in the Appendix. This finding ~s not of particular importance in the 
present study because of research previously cited~ Manual skills ap• 
1 pear to llJatUre by "the time an individual reaches 14 years of age. u 
This indicates that different age levels above 14 would not af'fect an 
individuat•s performance on ~he motor skills which are related to the 
present study. 
Intelligence 
By application of the analysis of variance technique• experi• 
mental subgroups A, B, and C were found not to differ significantly from 
each other on the variable of intelligence. These data are presented in 
Table XXI in the Appendu. Therefore~t experimental subgrou;J.>s A~ lh and 
C were equated on the variable of intelligence. 
Distributed practice was utilized on the. work samples because 
the research indicates that short periods of practice interspersed with 
1cantor and Stacey, OE· cit., p. 409. 
' 
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periods of rest permitted more efficient learning. l Morgan • when com• 
paring dist::ributed and massed p:tactice. stated, ntt is much mor~ impor-
tant to have short practice periods interspersed with frequent• short 
re.st periods t~n to have only one or t-wo lqng :rest periods.u 
Consecutive days were used in the practice sequence to minimi~e 
problems with the institutional authorities. ~he administration re-
quested that pati~nts utilized in the study be involved over a short 
period of tima in order that there would be no long-term interference 
with their assignments within the institution~ 
lc. T. Morgan, Introduction to PsycholoSI (New York: M~Graw• 
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1961), p. 225. 
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AetestinS of motor,skills of ~be ~ntally ret~rJed,eatien~A·w~ 
The rete$ting of the control and experimental 3t:oups of retarded pa• 
tients on the motor skills test$ was performed in the order and manner 
p~eaertbed ~the di~•etions ~hieb accompanied th~manual for the 
~tor $kills $ection 9£ th& General Aptitude Test ~at~ery~ 1 ~he thre~ 
motor akills te~ts wer• rea~nist•red to the retarded patients on •n 
indivicl~l b111s.ia under the direction and supetvis:ton o.~ the- investigatot'. 
Trs!;9!nt of Data 
The data were. punched on IBM cards., The mean $core and. J~tand• 
ard deviation for tb~ mentally ~~tard«d pat!~nts on each of the pte• 
test anti pose·t•$t motQr coor<l;l:ru~tion._ unua1 dextet'ity, -411d finger 
-ciexterity JDOtor akilla were deterained.. These were compawed with tha 
mean score and stan~rd deviation on each of the motor skills teste 
fct:< the ~lectecl group of the aeneral "®tking popul$tion, alld te,sta of 
significance wete applied to determine if ~acb of the motor skills of 
the mentally retarded. patients 4:Lffered ft'oll those of tbe salected 
group of the gene~al working population~ 
The ~n score difference and standard deviation on tba prewtest 
and post·t~st measures for each of the ~tor skills for the egper~nta1 
group of retarded p•tieuts w~re determined. These werQ compared with 
the mean score difference and standard deviation on the pre•test and 
post~test measu~s for each motor skill of the 4on~rol group of re• 
ta~ded patients to determine if practice by ~etarded patients sign1fi• 
cantly impro~e• tbe1~ performance on ~aeh Qf the ~tor •kills~ 
SUl'(ls and smt of squares for ••cb experimental sub~oup of 'rEi\• 
ta~ded patient$ oQ eachQOto~ skill were d•teradned~ ~hese w~r• eo~~ 
pared with th• r~~~er ofexper~ental subgroups-and the analJsia of 
variance t~cbnique w•s e~ploy'd to dete~e if each ~tot skill fqr 
each expetimental •ub&roup of retard•d patients differed significantly 
from those o£ every other 'x~erimental subgroup of retarded pati~ts. 
Correlatio~ were tUA to dete~ine the relation•hi~ between 
each ·Of the pre•te$t ~tor skills ~suxea and intelligence Qf retardsd 
patients .. 
CHAPfSR lV 
JnBSBNTA~lmt AND ~1$ 0~ ~DB DATA 
ln ot~l' to &!t~=t~ bw tho e3'9&l."*nta:t ~nd ~ont1rol s;:oup$ 
·of ~ilta~decl pa'fd.ent$ comp,are4 on eacb p:t~11ltat: llr.ll;olt $kill. t'""te$t$ 
ot each motott $k:!U. bflt1Qaen. the. exp-tm.nta1. and @ntmt grQUps 1\ler~ 
1 c;o11pu~4 ~•tha t ... followln_g fo~ula: 
\ 
Dg Ml • M1 
t ;z;: - #I:'; I ;;o I 
sD.M I / si + eZ 
.;~ .'Nt 
when th~ pr•~tefo4t tll!Jlnl. Qf tht expet"iluntal groups wete eoaspareel 
b)' thfJ t~teat; to the p~•·te«Jt m.e•n$ of the control sroup on each 110tot: 
sktU, tha1:e w•.t• no $18ft1fteane dLff'eteneefiJ ~ottetl. Tbattefot•h the 
exped•ntal ~nd control. S~Ul,)$ of .,;etaJt4ed tt•tienu w:u cbmttli &om 
th• ~-- population {)n the ba•f.• of each pre·t•~t Xlf0to1' ekf.U... iht!st 
data at• pt.•••nted in 'l'ab1~ ·y ~ 
It • 'f H. l'fot ) ) 1 
lq. Met~~* Pti)!Cho~ggtga1,Statistig~ (New· Yo~k: Sotm Wiley 
and Son$, tuc 4") 196~) * p ~ 103. 
TABLE V 
MEAN 1 STA'NDARD l>EVIATION ~ AND T•TEST RESULT ON MOB 
PRE •TEST MOTOR SKILL IOR THE EX},)ERIMENTAL .AND CONTROL GROUPS 
OF REWARDED PATIENTS 
Mot·or ~xperimental Group Control Group N = 40 N= 40 df Skill 
-X SD ·x SD. 
Motor Co-
ordination 49,87 9.5~ 46.18 8.10 1a 
Manual 
Dexterity 146.55 18.53 140.35 14.22 78 
Finger 
·Dexterity 31.25 6.10 42.23 8.83 7.8 
* 1.99 ~ignificant at the 5 per cent level Qf ~onfideuce. 
Cowwarison Before Practice of the Experi• 
mental Group of Retarded Patients and the 
G~neral Working Population 
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t* 
1 .• 8!> 
1.69 
l.93 
The first hypothesis to ~e tested st~ted tha~ the inittal per-~ 
, forma.nQ.e of the mentally retarded patients on the spec:ific motor s~i1l~ 
will not ~ignificantly differ from those of the .selected group of the 
general wor~ing population. Each pre·test motor skill betw.een the ex· 
perimental group of retard~d patients and tna general working population 
was computed by the use of the t-test. 
When tha pre-test means of the experimental group were compared 
by the t•test to the ·means of the general wor~ing ~opulation on each 
motor skill, $1gnificant differences. were noted at the 1 pe+ cent level 
of confidence. These data are present~d in Table VI. The ~kills of 
motor coordination; manual de~terity, and finger de~terity of the gen• 
eral working population were significantly superior to those of the 
experimental group of retarded patients. Therefore~ the ~xperi• 
mental group of retarded patients and the general working fopula• 
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tion were ttot drawn fl'()l!t the same population on th~ btis~s of eac:b. pre• 
test, UlO~ol' aki'll. The hypothesi• which atated that the lnltifll f;'8t'• 
to~nce of th6 •pectftc motor skills of tne reta~ded p;tt~~s.will not 
d:iff•r •!pificantlt fr®l t'bo.;e of the aelect~d group of the gen.;!~al 
~orktn$ population is rejected. 
il'AB'LB 'Vt 
HBAN. STAli»ARl) l)lVIA'tlON, 4ND *.t•T£8-t RESULT ON iACll 
m•TBS1' MOl!OS. SlttLL FOR. THS QPERMNTAL SlOuP OF UTAlUlED PA'TISNT$ 
AND Tlill GiNSRAL WORKXm PO:PUU,.TXON 
=• ;n'' '"''*' J EM ~:': ·r it 'nt ;p'C-,r s: 1 a: 'e ' e E~peri~t•1 Group General Wotking 
Mofot" 
-
.Poeulation 
$kill N=40 N = 100 
- -X SD X SD 
Motbr Co• 
4rdit_tation 49.87 9 .. 59 69.,3~ 10.~3· 
Man.~l 
Vex.ter:lty, 146~ss '18.53 187.37 .19.31 
Finger 
Dexterity 37.2$ 6.10 56.S2 9~li 
Coeearison o£ Each Experimental Subgroue 
with Eve-rx Other;,, Bxt?e:tt~ntal 'subgrou:e 2,£ 
Retarded Patients 
, f 1\ i 1 i Mist 
d£ t 
138 ).0.61** 
138 ll .. 6S** 
l38 14-41** 
The ne~t hypothesis tc> be tested at:ated that a varying amount of 
pt:acttce on work samples by mentally retarded patients will Jtot signif-
. 
:1eantly affect their petformance on the: s.,ed.fie motor .skills~ The 
analysis of variance technique. wa• applied to dete~e the J~i&nlfieance 
of differences b$tween each e~er:tment.al subgroup and every othet ex• 
perimental subgroup of r~tarded patients. on each motor skill.. The 
1 fomul.;e fo1:' these C:omputations were: 
.oi 2 ('C"o::"V) 2 
'[2:(x .. iY' = ~ - .__._c...'ir-N'-4_...__ 
Motor Coordination and the Experimental 
Subgroue 
tt"£X)2 
N 
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By application of the. analysis of v~riance technique, experi• 
mental subgroup A (two days of practi¢~), experimental subgroup B (five 
days of practice), and ~perimental subgroup C (seven days of praetic~) 
did not sianificantly differ from each other on the performance of the 
pre-test and post•test mean difference for the motor coordination skill. 
These data are presented in Table VIIr It may be concluded that prac-
tice o~ work samples for two; fiv¢, and seven days y~elded_nQ ~~gnifi·­
cant amount of improvement on the motor coordination skill w!thin 
these experimental subgroups of retarded patients. 
~cNemar, op. cit., p. 269. 
mLE VII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN EACH EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUP 
AND 'SVERY OTHER EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUP OF 'RETA!U>ED PATilUJTS 
ON THE MOTOR CO.()aDINATXON SKILL 
Source Sum of Squares Degrec;;s of Var.iance '}! L~vel of freedom Significance* 
.Between S2 .. 5 3 11 ~so 
lAl not sig. 
Within 460.9 37 
Total Sl3.4 40 
* 2484 sign~f~cant at the S per cent level of confidence. 
Manua1 Dexterity and the Experimental 
Subgroup 
By application of the qnaly~is of variance technique, ¢xperi· 
mental subgroup A (two days of practice), experimental subgroup B (five 
days of practice); and experimental spbgroup C (seven days of practict) 
. ' 
did not significantly differ from each other on the performance ~f th~ 
pre-test and post•test mean difference for .the ma11ual dexterity skill .• 
These data are presented in Tabla VIII. It may be conclud~d that prac-
tice on work samples for two, five, and seven day~ yielded na signifi-
cant amount of improvement on the manual dext~rity skill within the$e 
experimental subgroups of retarded patients. 
TABLE VIII 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN EACH EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUP 
AND EVERY OTHER EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUP OF RETARDED PATIENTS 
ON THE MANUAL DEXTERITY SKILL 
Sum of t.evel of 
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source 
D~grees of Variance F Squares Freedom Significance* 
Between 250 3 83.33 
l.·7l not ~:~ig·. 
With:i.n 1824~8 37 49.32 
Total 2074.8 40 
~2.89 significant at the S per·cent level of confidence! 
Finger Dexterity and the Experimental 
,Subgroup 
By appli~ation of the analysis o£ variance technique, experi· 
mental subgroup A (two days of practice), experimental subgroup B 
(five days of pract:i,ce), and experimental subgroup C (seven days of 
practice) did not signiticantly differ from each other on the perform-
ance of the pre-test and post-test mean difference for the finger dex· 
terity skill. These da~a are presented in Table tx. It may be con-
cluded that practice on work samples for two~ five. and seven days 
yielded no significant ~mount of improvement on the finger dexterity 
skill within these experi~ntal subgroup~ of ~etarded patients. 
TABLE lX 
ANAf..YS.:tS 0:6' VARIANCE, Bl!ii'WSEN EACH u.PER!MENTAL SUBGRG'UP 
AND ttWRY OnlaR m«?ElUMENTAL SUOOltOuP CF aETAm>ED PAttENTS 
QN THE FINGER DD:TERITY SKILL 
:.:::; 
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$OUt<!;t, SU'IIl of Squares 
J)egJ:"oea of 
~readom Va:d.ece 
Level of 
Sisnif:tcance* 
Betwetm 43 3 14-.3 
not aig .. 
Wttbill 44, 37 12 .. 1 
Total 492 40 
t 2.89 significant at the 5 per cent l,evel of confid~e. 
the hypothesis which stated a ~~ying amount of practic~ o.n ~ork 
samples by t~tar4~d pati~nt$ will not signif!~antly affect thetr per~ 
forma~e~ on tbo ,specific motor ~kills is •eeeptea. 
IIen.fla of -gas;h Exaer:lmantal Subsrou:e 
ln ord.er to d~t$1:.1Diue tb• ttend that tW~C daya.. fiva dayaJ and 
•even daya of pr«ettce on~rk &~lea ha4 upon the sp•ci~ic motor 
skill#; the pre·te•t ~nd pust•test mean ~n ea~hmoto~ ~kill w~$ com~ 
pute4 fot each expel'imental subgroup. 
~be .analysis of va)!'.14nee, as preaented in Table$ VII~ Vll:t~ a.ntl 
IX; uph•lo the hypotheaiil that • varyin$ ~unt of p~actice on work 
$ample& PY retarded patlenta will not significantly a£feet thei~ pe~~ 
forrnance on the speciflc motor -skilla. A, compa;;-ison Qf tht1 l,)lre•ttlst 
and post•test mean on ~chuotor 3kil1 by insp~ction~ for each experi~ 
UM!ntal subg1:oup, appea:rs to indicate that th~r.e: is a positive rt!ltltton.;, 
ship between an increa6e in daya of practice on work samples and i~· 
pxovemen.t of tbe ep~c:Uie lllOtor •kills. These data a~e p~~s~nte4 in 
fabl~ X. 
TABLE X 
l?REto>TEST AND POS'l!•TSST MEANS FOR BACH EKPERDlJllNTAL Stn3GROUP 
Ol l$'URDBD PATllSNTS QN BACH MOTOtt SKILL 
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l .. • • 1 • ns:• ,, 1 1r::r::r tt 1 ;= :t,• ; ' , db· ; *H;::;;~;:;:: "' "'l=-:tr : c: = 
"S2Cper; Subgroup A. Expt:r. S\!'bgroup B lbtper" $ubgt"Qt,1p c 
Moto1; 
Skill 
(Z day$ of prac.) (S days of prac,.) (7· days of p.r(le.) 
N=l4 ~=14 N=12 
~~•- Po•t• Fr4~ Post• Pre• Po$t• 
~ea~ t•at teat test test test 
....... ..... ~ ... ~ ...... 
¥. X X: )C X X 
MQtor Co• 
ordtnation·S0.7l 
Mauual 
vexter• 
ity 145.79 
Finger 
»e~t~r-
ity 3.7.71 
52.57 50.28 
155.00 
38 • .21 
Co![!l2ar.ison of tthe Eerteen,tttl Groue 
After Practlc,,and tbe,9o~~~ol Grou! 
of ,Retarded liatiept,t 
S4.78 48.41 S2~25 
163.21 137 .so 15().16 
. :39 .. 29 as:.ss 38.66 
The ntxt hypothesi$ to b~ t~st.•d stat~d that th~ initial per~ 
formauce o~ the specific motor skills by th' mentally retarded patie~ts 
will ~ot signi£icant1y aiffer from th¢ retest per£o~nee of thoaa pa~ 
t1~nt$ af~•r practice. The pre~test and post•test differ~nc~ on each 
.otor skill betwten the e~p~r~ntal and control groups of ~~tarded 
pa,ti~nta was computed by use of the t-testi 
When the pr$·t~st and post*test mean d!~ference of the ~xpe~t~ 
~ntal gro~p Wa$ compared by the t•test t~ the pr~·test and pQst-~est 
mean (iifferen.ce on each motor skilltt two of t:hfl three motor st<,ills cU,f• 
fered s.igni£ic$ntly. 'lhese data are pre$ented in Table XI.. The motor 
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~oo~d~nation and manual dexte~ity skilla of th~ expe~imental group dif• 
fered significantly from the cor~esponding motor skill of the ~ontrol 
$~oup of reta.rd~d patJ.ents at the l per cent level of confidence.. It 
may be concluded that practic~ on work samples by retarded patients 
significantly improved their post·te~t performan~e on the motor coordi• 
natio~ and manual dexterity motor skill• 
TABLE XI 
PBE•TEST AND POST•TEST MEAN DIFFERENCE; STANDARD D~VIA'l'ION, 
AND T•TEST RESULT FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROWS 
OF ;RETARDED PATIENTS ON EACH MOTOR SKILL 
Moto.r E&perimental Group Control Group N=40 N = 40 d£ t Skill 
-X_ SD X SD 
Motox- Co-
ordination 3.38 3,58 .95 1 .. 83 78 3.90** 
Manual llex• 
terity 8.93 7,26 1.22 3.24 78 6.16** 
:Finger Dex· 
terity 1.52 3.51 .08 1. 78 78 1.29 
* 2.64 significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence~ 
As reported in Table XI, the pre•test and post~~est mean differ• 
ence for the finger dexterity skill of the experimental and con~rol 
groups of retarded patients did not differ significantly"' It may be 
concluded 'that practice on work samples by retarded patients did not 
signi~icantly affect thei~'post·test performance on the finger de~ter­
ity skill. A factor contributing to this may be that finger dexterity, 
by observation, is a more difficuit and complex skill as compared to 
the motor coordination and manual de~terity skills. 
Comearison After Practice of the E~perimental 
Group of Retardsd Patients and the General 
·Working Population 
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Th~ n~t hypoth~sis to be tested stat~d that as a ~esult of 
practice on wo~k samples, the specific motor skills of tn~ retarde4 pa• 
tients will. rtot significantly differ fr~m-those of the sel~c~ed g~oup 
of the general working population. Each post-test motor skill between 
~he e:&perim~nta,l group of retarded pa.tient·s and the gener.al working 
population was computed by use of the t~tests. 
When the post•test means of the e~perimental group were compared 
by the t•test to the means of the general working population on each. 
motor skill, significant differences wer~ noted at the 1 per cent level 
of confidence. Th¢se data are presented in Table Xli. The skills of 
motor coordination, manual dexterity, and finger dex~erity of the gen-
eral working population wer~ significantly superior to those of the 
experimental group of retarded patients. The hypothesis which sta.ted 
that as a result of practice on work samples the specific motor skills 
of the retarded 
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pat~enta w~ll not sisnificantly differ from thOse of ~he s~l~cted group 
of ~he general ~o+ktng population is r~jeeted. 
TABLE XII 
MEAN • STANDARD DEVIA.Tl()N • AND 7: .. ~$'1' RESUL'.t:S 
FOR 'filE El(l?BRntE!NTAL GROUP· OF RETARDED PATUNTS AND THE G~Rt\L 
WORKI~G POPULATION ON EACH POST-TEST MOTOR S~ 
. Motor 
~xperim~ntal Group General Work~ng 
Population df $kill N =40 N = 100. 
- SD . i SD X 
-Motor Co• 
ordination 5J~25 10.22 69.36 lOjSS 138 
Matl.ual 
.'Dexterif:y l55A8 17 .. 06 187 /J7 l9.:n l38 
Finser 
Dexterity 39.03' 5 .• 59 56.52 9 .. 17 138 
*it S.isn,ifict;lnt a.t (:he l pe_r ·~en1: lev¢1 of t;onfiden.;e. 2.58. 
Relationship Between Intellisenee and 
the Specific Motor Skills 
t 
8.43** 
9.61** 
13.76** 
The final h]pothesis to ~e tested stat~d that in~el!iaence is 
not relat~d to the performanee of the specific motot skills by ~entally 
retarded patients. The Pearson Product~Mo~~nt method was used for 
these computations. The formula wap~ l 
r= 
.. 
5~ 
Jntelligence and motor coordination.•• the correlation coeffi• 
cient between intelligence and pre•test motor coordination for the 
retarded patients was .377, as presented in Table XIII. This corr~la­
tion coefficient is signi~icant at the 1 pe.r cent level o£ confidence. 
lntellisence and manual dexteritx.~· The correlation coefficient 
between intelligence and pre•test manual. d~terity for the retarded pa-
tients was .186, as presented in Table XIII. This correlation coeffi-
cient is not significant at the S per cent level of confidence. 
Intellisence and finger dexterity.-~ The correlation coefficien.t 
between intelligence and pre-test finger dexterity for the retardedpa• 
tients was .375, as presented in Table XII!. This correl~tion ,coeffi· 
cient is ,significant a~ the l per cent level of confidence. 
The hypothesis which stated that intelligence is not related to 
the performance or the specific motor skills by mentally retarded pa• 
tients is rejected for the specific skills of mdtor coordination and 
finger dexterity. This hypothesis is accepted for the skill of manual 
dexterity. 
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TABLE XIII 
·MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
FOlt INTELLlGltNCE AND EACH PaE-TEST MOTOR SKILL OF THE 
COMBlNEJ) EXPE&IMEN'lAL AND CONTIWL GROUPS OF l{ETAJ.U)ED PATIE~S 
Co'llibU1ed E~per.i,mental Combined Exper~m~ntal 
·Motor ~nd Control Groups and Control Groups D~grees 
Skill (Motor Skills) (.Intell.igenc~) of 
-
"N 1111 80 
-
N·= 80 Freedom 
.x SD X SD \"' 
~Motor 
Coordi ... 
.nation ·4&~03 9.07 62,.63 7 .• 07 78 .317** 
Manual 
Dexter;.. 
ity 143.4.5 16.81 ~2 ... 63 '7-.07 ·78 •• J.86 
!'·inger 
Delttcar• 
ity 39.74 7.99 62-.63 .7 .01 ,78 ,~3.75**" 
** ~28 ~ignificant at the l per ~ent level of ~onfidenc~. 
S 'UIIIDS.ry 
The following is a brief sUllllllar)" of .the statistical findi.ngs of 
xhe data ~resented in this chapter.,* 
1. When! -the pre:-test means on each motor skill for the expe:ri ... 
mental and control groups of retarded patients wer~ compared, 
no significant diff~re~ces w~t~ found. 
2. When the pre•test means on each motor s~ill for ,the experi-
mental gr~up of retarded. patients were compared.to the means 
for ,the gen~ral working population~ signific~nt differences 
were found. The skills of motor coordination, manpal dexter .... 
ity~ ~d £inger dexterity for the general working po~ulation 
*Levels of confidence which did not reach 5 per cent were not 
considered significant in this study. 
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were found to be significantly superior to those of the rc• 
tarded patients. 
3. When the pre·te~t and post-test 'Illean difference for .each ex-
perimental subgroup was compa~ed with every othet ~per~­
mental subgroup of retarded patients on each motor skill, no 
significant differences were found. 
4. When t'tte pre-test mean at).d post.,.test meaJl of each motor skill 
for each experimental subgroup were ~ompared by inspection, 
there appeared to be a positive ~elationship be~ween an in~ 
crease in days of practice on the work samples and improve• 
ment on each motor skill. 
5. When the pre-test and post-test mean difference on each motor 
s~ill of the experimental and control group.s of retarded pa· 
~ients were compared, significant differences for motor co• 
ordination and manual dexterity were found. The experimental 
group of retarded patients signif~cantly improved in the per• 
formance of these two skills.. Finger dexterity was not found 
to be significantly different when the experimental and con~ 
trol groups of retarded patients wete compar~d. 
6 .. When the po~t-test means on each motor skill fot the experi• 
mental grou.p of retarded patients were compared to the means 
for the general wotking population, Si$nificant differences 
were found. The general working populatiQn • s skills of motor _ 
cool;'dination, manual dexterity, and finger dexterity were 
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found to be significantly superio~ to thos~ of the retarded 
patients. 
7. Correlations between intelligence.and ~ach pr~-t~st motor 
skill for ~he combined e~perimente1 and control groups of 
re~arded patients indicated that mabo~ coordination and fing~r 
dexterity were related to inte11igence of retarded patients~ 
Manual dexterity was unrelated to intelligenc~ of retarded 
patients. 
CHAPTER V 
"INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
Th~ purpose of the present chapte~ is tq f~rth~r discuss and 
interpr~t the data which were found in the prec~d~ng chapter. 
Comparison of Retarded Patients Before 
.1!ind After Practice ~ith the General 
_Working Poptila:tion 
The first hypothesis~ which stated that ~he initial performance 
of the ~entally retard¢d patients on the specific motor skill~ will not 
< • 
significantly differ from the s~lected group of the general working 
pop~lation, was rejected. ~his finding ~as not completely unexpected 
becaus.e previous ~tudies1 ' 2' 3 have concluded that the retarded popu-
lation usually is found to be clustered ~t the lower portion of the 
$COring continuum when compared with the ~eneral working population • 
. Another hypoth¢sis, which $tated that as a result of practice 
on work samples the specific mQtor skills of the r~tarded patients will 
' not significantly differ from those of tb~ selected group of th~ general 
working population, was rejected, but an interesting trend was noted~ 
Though statistical differences were found, observation showed that the 
-
specific motor s~ills of tha retarded patients afte~ practice came 
2cronbach; op. cit., p. 223. 
3Tizza~d and Loos, op. cit., p. 90~ 
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closer to the level of the perfQrmance of the g~neral working popula-
tion. 
It may be speculated that if practice had been extended over a 
longer period of time and if the ~ame or perhaps diffe.rent work samples 
were utilized, the retarded patients would have made more of an appre-
ciable improvement in r~gard to thetr motor skills performance as .cam-
pared with that of the general working pop~lation. 
Comparison of the Experimental Sub-
groups wtth Each Other After Practice 
on the H,ork Samples 
~he hypothesis ~hieh atated that a varying amount of practi~e on 
work samples by mentally retard~d patients will not af~ect thei~ per~ 
formanee on the specific motor skills was acce~ted. Therefore~ after 
practice on the work samples~ exper±m~ntal subgroup A (two day~ of 
practice), exper~mental subgroup B (five days of practice), and experi-
mental subgroup C (seven days of practice) were not found to signifi-
cantly differ from each other on th~ motor coordination, manual dexter~ 
ity, or f:f.~ger dexterity skills. It was originally felt by the inves,. 
tigator that the more practice to which a retarded group was exposed, 
the more improvement would be found in their subseq~ent motor skills 
pex:formance. 
Though experimental subgroups A~ B# and c did. not significantly 
differ from each Qther on the performance of their ~re~test and post-
test mean d.ifferenc~s, there do~s appear; ~y observation$ to be a trend 
in the direction of the more practice on the work samplesJ the greater 
the improve~nt or grow~h on the ~tor skills. 
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MOtor Coordination 
From inspection o£ the ,pre-test and post·t~st means in Table x. 
there does ~ppear, in general~ to be a trend in the direction of the 
mor~ practtceJ the greater the in~reas~ of the motor ~oordination post-
test met;~n score. ;E~pe:dmental subgroup A (two 4ys of practice) had a 
post-te$t m.ean scor~ of 52.57; exped.mental subgroup ~ (f'iv~· c4lys oi 
practi~e) had a po$t~test mean sco~e of 54.78; and experimental sub~ 
group C (seven days of practice) had ~ post•test m¢an score of 52.25. 
It must be taken into consider~tion that ~xperimental subgroup C had 
a pre•test mean score of 48,41, which initially is at a lower level 
than the pre~test means for either subgrou~ A (50.71) or subgroup B 
(S0.28). This may account for a seemingly lower posteEest mean score 
for experimental subgroup Con motor coordination. 
' 
Manua~ Dexterity 
Fr()m inspection of the pre-test ~nd post-tes·t m~ans i'Q. Table ;x, 
there appe~rs to be an interesting sequenc~ concerned witn impt~vement 
of the manual dexterity skills with increased days of prac.tice. When 
the pr~·test means ~or exp~rimental subgroup A (145.79), experime.~tal 
subgroup B (15S.OO); and experim~ntal subgroup C (137.50) were com~ 
pared, it was noted that the pre.~test mean of ~xperimental ~ubgrou? 0 
differed :;;ignificantlt from experimental ..subgroup B at the. '1 per cent 
level of confidence. Taking into consideration that experimental subw 
group C had the lowest pre·t~st manual dexterity score1 it was found 
that this subgro~p made the greatest improvement on the pos~·test manual 
de~te~ity mean score. This may indicate that the lower the initial 
manual dexterity performance, the greate~ the possibl~ improvement 
with an increasing amount o~ practice. 
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~hough a varied amoun~ qf practice did uot statis~ically res~lt 
in significant differences betwe~n group A (two days of practice) 1 
group B (five days of praetice)t and grq~p c (seven days of practice) 
with each other, a test administrator can ~iew, with app~rent confi· 
dence, that the initial manual dexterity performance of the retarded 
will not significantly improve under the above conditions of practice. 
ln relation ta this study, th~ retardate's ~nual dexter~ty performance 
before or after practice plac~s him in a poor competitive position with 
the general working population. 
Finger Dexterity 
from inspection of the pre~test and ~ost-test ~n scores in 
Tabl~Xt the skill of finger dexterity appears to improve with practice, 
though to a smailer degree than the motor coordination and manual dex· 
terity skills. 
Finger de~terity ~Y be considered the .most compleK and intri~ 
1 
cate of the three motor skills utilized in the pr~sent study~ Sloan,· 
in a study previously cited, concluded that with m~ntal d~fectives~ the 
degree of difficulty was found to vary with the task1s complexity. Per-
haps these factors account for the seemingly small amount of improvement 
that has taken place in the finger dexterity skill as compared to the 
lsloan, op. cit •• ~· 40S. 
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greater amount of improvement already uoted on the skills. of motor ~o~ 
ordination and manual dexterity. Also,. another phenomenon which was 
apparent ~lith t'b.e manual dexterity sk.ill was found in the performance 
of the finger dexterity skill. Group G (seven days of practice) had 
.the lowest pre-test mean score on the finger de~te:rity sk.tll. By ob• 
servation, this group achieved the greatest amount of improvemene as 
compared to experi~ental subgroups A and B on the finger dext~rity 
skill. The evidencesgain appears to indicat~ that tha lower the initial 
pre•test mean score, the greater the improvement on th~ motor skill in• 
volved after practice has been completed. 
lmp~ovement of Motor Skills After Practice 
by the Expertmental Group of Retarded 
Patients 
The hypothesis which stated that the initial performance on the 
specific motor ski11s by the ~entally retard~d patients will ~ot sig• 
nifi~antly differ from the retest performance of those patients after 
practice was reje~ted for th~ skills of motor coordination and manu~l 
dexterity~ but was accepted for the finger dexterity skill. Therefore~ 
the skillS of motor eoordination and manual dexterity were found to be 
significantly improved after practice was completed. 
The r·etat"ded pat;ients t pet"formance on the manual dexterity sld,ll 
showed the greatest improvement after practice. Gro$S movements in-
valved in the manual dexterity skill • the nature of the task; a-s well 
as the retarded Fatients" apparently gre~ter interest in this skillt 
may have contributed to the improvement which was found to be statist~· 
call;v significant. 'J:hough the retarded pati~nts' -p~rfo~nce on the 
motor coo~dination skill was si~ificantly improved ~fter practice~ 
this skill was not as popular or enjoyed as much by th~ retarded pa-
tients as was the manual dexterity akill~ 
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The r~test performance after practica on the finger dexterity 
skill was not found to significantly diff~r ·from the pre•test perform• 
ance of the retarded ~atients. By observation, the movements on the 
finger dexterity skill were found to be more intriQate and complex as 
compar.ed to the other two s~tlls. This s~emed to r~duce the patient~' 
~otivation for perfo~ing the skill after practice. lerhaps these 
factors may account for the retarded p~tients' lack of significant ~­
provement on the finger dex~erity skill after practice on the work 
.samples. 
Mo~o~ Skills and Inteilisence 
Contradictory evidence in regard to the relationship be~ween 
uotor s~ill~ «nd intelligence. of the retarded hav~ been previously cited. 
Francis and Rorick1 and Sloan2 found a significan~ relatiQnship between 
their maasures of motor skUlS aQ.d intell:J..~ence of the retatded. ln 
another study by Rabtn~3 motor sk~~ls and intelligence of the retarded 
were found to be unr~lated. 
ln the p~esent study~ the hypoth~~is which stated that. intelli-
1Francis and Rorick, op. cit.~ p. 37. 
2sloan, op. cit., p. 405. 
I 
3Rabinl op. cit., p. 515. 
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gence is not related to the performance of the specific motor skills 
by mentally ~etarded patients was rejected for the skills of ~tor co· 
ordination and finger de~tetity) but was accepted for the. manual dex• 
terity skill. Th~refore, as in other investigations~ ~he ~ela~ionship 
between the motor skills and intelligence in the pr~s~nt study we~$ not 
all consistent~ Motor eoordiQation and finger d~terity were found to 
be significantly related to intelligence. Manual dexterity was found 
to be unrelated to intelligence. 
Though the ~tor coordination, manual dexterity, and finger dex• 
terity skills are all elas$ified as motor skills, the nature of the 
ope~ations which are involved in performing each skill or task may be 
somewhat different. By observation, the two skills which were signi~i· 
cantly related to intelligence--motor coordination and· fi~er dexterity 
••appear to have ~re complex and difficult movements involved in their 
performance than the manual de~terity skill, which was found to be un~ 
related to intelligence~ An indication that manual dexterity> in the. 
pre$ent study, may ha~e been unrelated to intelligence wa~ that the 
most growth or improvement after practic¢ an the work sample.s was 
achieved on the manual dexterity skill by the retarded patients. Also, 
I 
these patients appeated to concentrate,. enjoy, and find the manual dex~ 
terity skill the least compl~ of the three moto~ skills in actual per~ 
formance. 
From the abov~ findings; as well as those in other studies in-
volving the relationship between certain types of motor skills and in• 
tel1igence; it is apparent that the performance of individual motor 
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skills, depending upon their nature and the specific movements ~nvolved, 
may result in different statistical relationship~ with the intelligence 
of the mentally retarded. 
Psychometric Testing with Mentally 
Retarded Patients 
During the individual interviews, the patient was tol4 in gen• 
eral terms what the,motor skills tests measuted and why the testing was 
b~ing performed, 'The: -pat;tents were encouraged to c;li.scuss f;ree1y their 
feelings and attitudes toward the testing procedure. They were told 
tha~ although taking the t~sts was consid~red ~portantj the final de• 
.cision of taking or not taking them would be theirs. The interviewer 
attempted to und~rstand and cla~ify the patients• feelings ;tn relation 
"" 
,to- th~ testing procedure. In some cases:~' patients exhibited concern 
as to how the test results wo~ld b~ utiliz~d in relation to ~heirwel~ 
fare. Pat;i~nts; 'tvere .assu1;'ed that: the results Qf the tests wopld in no 
way be harmful to them, and it was hoped that some of th~ information 
would prove to b~ useful and helpful. 
A general ptoblem which was eVidenced among the reta~d~d patients 
in the pre-test administration 'tvas the need for the: examiner to repeat, 
the directions mote t~n once. Inten~ive supervision was also required 
as a:ss\lranee that the specific directions would b.e followed'" on the 
performance of the retest administration~of each motor $kill, the pa-
tients· followed tl\e direct~ons, wi.th little difficulty and only general 
supervision was ~eeded~ 
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Only one p~tient refused to p~r~icip~t~ ~n ~his ~~ud~ ~nd ~as 
~herefore ex~luded~ 
Practice on Work Samples by Mentally 
Retarded Patients · · 
' 
Af~~r ~he p~e~test ~dmin~strat~o~ of ~ach mo~or s~~l+ had been 
compleced by the exper~~ental and ~ontrot grou~s of retarded p~t~ent$, 
each memhe~ of th~ e~perimental g~ou~ was +equested to participate in 
" 
the practice of the work samples, After th~p~t~ents were told in gen· 
eral te~a the u~ture of the work samples and t~e number of days needed 
for practicing these samples~ all th~ patients in the ¢xperimental group 
consented to ~articipate in these practice sessions. 
As on the pr~~test administr~ti.o~ of the sp~cific motor ski~ls# 
~he di~ecttons on the initial trial of ~achwork sample had to be ~e­
peated mor~ than once and intensive supe~ision was ~ecess~ry~ After 
the ~ati.ents had act~lly performed each work ~ample; little repetition 
of directions o+ intensive superv~sion were neede4when the ~ati~nt en-
countered the same work sample again. 
Summar1 
It is obvious that additional experimentation in the area of 
~oto~ skills assessm~nt and training of the ~entally retarded ~ult is 
needed. 
The results of this study substantiate some of the p~evious ob~ 
ssrvattons that have been mada ~oncerning th~ motQr skills of the ~en­
tally r~tarded. Practice. on the work samples by th~ r~tarded patients 
did significantly improve the moto+ coordi~tion and manual dexterity 
skills. The attained level which thesa motor skills reached after 
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practice on the work saapies waa.atgd~ftc•~tly below th• co~~e•pond~ng 
$ld,ll$ of the s•ne:p;al W4'n:Jtlng !)opulation,. Tobia&! pointed out tltat in 
~he l~it4d number of moto~ ~kill$ $tud~~)· in which there ·~e been 
~etarded partletp~ts. the major ptoportion of r•ta~d~a ~dult# !411 
below the ft'rst percentile ran.k4 It ·w•s a·bo noted by 'J:obias that 
tho•~ r~t•rO.t•s w~o ca.n be sealed in comparisonwttb a normal popula• 
t!on clQate~ at the 1ow~~t !ev~l• on the.acorjng continuum. the find• 
ings of thia atudy plicc th• ~·t~d·4 •dult in a poot compekittve pos1• 
ti.Qn foJ; ~ job wh~n compared ·tO 'the .$.enaral wox-kin~ popUlation. the 
supposition ehat low inte1ligenc$·•~a poQrmotor skills ability a~e 
J'~lated w&$ ll.l'batantiateci by two of ~he .. tbr~e. tll()tor skills uttl.tze~ ln 
this •tudy. The&e two motoc1: skilla wt;re finger 4extet"ity and mo'tor 
cootdination. 
Practic~ :On tbe work samp1ea··d:i:d ineluce the.l:'etarded adult& 111, 
thia Qtudy to s1gnifie4ntly improv• t~;tr skills of~eor caordtnation 
and ma~ual d,exter1ty, 'fllougb st•p;btic~l~1 there were no sig~:d.flcan.t 
di.fferenc•s fot;tnd on the apilcii;l<r ~t:C??: eld.lls betwe.,n th~ groups 'Who 
periq~d va~ying amounts of pr~ctlc• qn tb• wo~k s~mpl••• thete 41d 
' ' 1 .. ' i 
appear to be a positive relatio~•hip between incr~as~ in days of prac-
tice. on the -work samples and rate.. of i)lpxovement.. Perhaps it CQUld be. 
hypoth.,s$.~•<1 ttult ·~f the pr.-etice were of longer dUr4tion.. ~here would 
be a. stat!s~ica~ly s!antfie•~~ 4~~~~ttnce on the motor. ~kills bttween 
tha groups: who J)t'ac'tit:ed over ~ t~ng p~;r1od of t:ltne and the &r~ups who 
practic~d ~ess freq~e~tly. 
lJ. 'lobia~h t~Ev!lluatiGn. of· th~e -Vocational. Potential of Mtuta11y 
Ret•rded Yb\liiS !dults,.n Training Schoo,l-Bullet:in (February. 1960),. 56: U7. I • - • 
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An implication of this s~udy is that for more ade~uate evalua-
tion of the tetarded adult*s ability to p&rformmotor skills, something 
~re than a single•trial opportunity, as most standardized te$ts ~ow 
allow, is needed. The usual standardized test results eliminat~ for 
consideration the tmportan~ factor that substantial tmpro~ement of a 
skill frequently follows practic~. Perhaps potential employers should 
consider ultimate efficiene,y as a more signif~cant. factor than speed 
of learning in those vocations in which the retarded hope to find em-
ployment. 
cHAma VI 
SUMMARY AND CONOLUSlONS 
summary 
This was an exp~rimental study to determine the capacity of 
mentally tet~rded patients to perform skills of motor coQrdination, 
manual dexterity, and finger dexterity as compared to a selected group 
of the general working population. The purpo$e of thi$ study ~as to 
evaluat~ the effe~t p~aetice had on the capacity of retarded patients 
to pe~form these motor skills and to determine if tha patients could 
perform these ak~lls at a level comparable to that of the general work~ 
ing population. The study was concerned with the relationship between 
intelligence. of the retarded patients and the. fol1owi~g ·skills~ lllOtor 
coordination, manual dexterity~ and finget dexterity. 
The study included 80 male mentally retarded patients from the 
Wrentham State .School, Wrentham, l:lassachusetts. In each experiment;al_ 
and control group ther~ were 4a retarded patients. These groups ~ere 
equated on the variables of intelligence and age, The pat~ents wer~ 
diagnosed as non•brain•injured and in e~sentially normal health~ with 
the absence o£ any significant physical disaQilityt All the ~etard~d 
' 
patients ranged between the ages of 18 ~nd 30, with intellig~n~e quo• 
tients ~anging between 50 and 75. 
~here were 100 male subjects between the age~ of l~ and 30 in the 
selected group of the general workittg population.- Their test scores 
-70-
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on t:he sktlls of tnatoJ: <:oo~dination,. -.ant,tal dt1C.tertty • and finger 4ex• 
terity "W(!re drawn froJU th~ records of the Un1~d Sf!at~s &nployment 
Serv:let. Jl:Lvis:lon of lt$1Jlo,men.t. $ecurity1 in Broekt.,n~ Massachusetts. 
these subjecta wet~ ~onsid•r~d to be in no~l health, ~ith the absence 
of any aignificant pbyaicat o~ visl.ial di$&bilities,. 4nd at the time of 
study w~re gainfu11~ ~loyed in s~jktlled and unski11•d job~. 
The -apec;;tfie mttqr •kills were -..asured by the Ge~ral ·Aptitude 
?:eat .Battf!Jry.-"'!tat• of Motor Coordinat~on., Manual bexter;lty,.. and F$-nger 
Des~e-d.ty.. lntel11gen~t was evaluated by ~he Stanfotd·Binet Scales.-
lntellig•nce, c.tuanosia;. b5ltb;o and as• liete dettamintd from th~t "State 
SchoolTe official ~•cord o.f e~ch p~ti-~t;~ ~racttce was petfOrmed on 
the following 'W~rk .aamples; folding •. tnepecti,ng, stapling and label-.. 
.ing, aa.sembl:ing,_ raeld.ns. ~d pacluiging. 
,All ~~tar4e4 ~atients were individually administered tht specific 
motor. ~kills test:s und~r. favorable testing conditions. The elq)e.rimental 
group ()f ~et:ar4ed pati•nts W4UI divided into th~e $tlbgroups of 14 • 14, 
and ll pattent$,, respectively. The subgroups pract:tce.d aU. o£ the work 
aampl~$ onQe each day far two, ii'V~; and sev~n days; r~spectivaly ., 
Th~~ontro1 group of ~etarded patients was uot !nvol~d ~itb and 
did not perfot"m any of the priictice tults. -on- the ml;'k oampiea. Ptac-
tice tm writ samples was undeli the <lt~ection and :aupe~isiQn of the in"' 
ve-.tlgator. A.l.l patient$ :tu the experi'lll£m~l and con~rol groups wete 
readmtniste~~d the spec1tic motor skills t~$ta urtd~ tavorabl~ testtng 
cond1t.ions .. 
.are: 
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"F.iudings 
The ~jor findings resulting from this research investigation 
1. There wer~ no significant differences when the pre•test means 
on each of the motor coordination_, manual d~xterityt and 
finger dexterity skills for the ~xperimenfal and control 
groupa of retarded patients were compared. 
2~ ~here were si~ificant differences when the pre-test means 
on each of the motor coordinat~on, manual dexterity, and 
finger dexterity skills. for the ~xperimen~al grou~ of re-
tarded patient~ and the general. working population were com· 
pared~ The skills of motor coordination, manual dexterity, 
and finger dexterity for the general worki~g population were 
found to be signifi~~ntly superior to those of the retarded 
-patients. 
3. There were no significant differences when the pre-test and 
post-test mean difference for ~ach experimental subgroup was 
comJ>ared with every other experimental subgroup of retarded 
patients on· each of the motor coordination, manual dexterity, 
and finger dexterity ~k~ll~. 
4. When, by inspection> the p~e~test ~an and -post-test mean for 
each ~xper±menta1 subgroup were compared, there appear~d to 
be a positive relationship ·b~tween an increase in days of 
~ractice on th~ work sam~les and tmprove~nt on each of the 
specific motor skills. 
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5. There were eigniftcant differ~nces when the pre•test and 
post~test mean differe~ce on each of the~tor 9oordination 
and manual dexterity skills for the experimental and control 
groups of retarded patients ~ere ~ompared. The exper~ntal 
group of retarded patients significantly impro.ved in the per· 
formanQe of theae two skills. There, were no ~ign:t~icant dif-
£er~n~es ~hen the pre ... test and post.·test mean differe~ce on 
the fing~r dexterity skill ~or the exp~r~~nta1 a.nd control 
groups of retarded patients was eomparsd. 
6. There. were significant differences when the post•test mean 
on each of the motor coord"tnation;. manual dexterity> and 
ftnger dexterity skills for the expertmental group of ra-
tarded patients and the $eneral workin$ population were com~ 
pared. The $eneral wor~ing population was found to b~ sig-
nificantly superior in the performance of the spe~ific motor 
skills. 
7. The results of the correlations of each pre-test motor CO* 
ordination and finge~ dexterity skill w~~e found to be sig-
nificantly related to ~ntelligence for the combined experi-
mental .;tnd control groups of re~rded pat;tents • Manual de.x-
terity was found to be unrelated to the intellig~n~e of thea~ 
patients. 
Conclusions 
According to the measures employed in this study~ ~he conclusions 
which resulted are! 
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1. The initial per;fopnance. of mentally retarded patients on each 
of tQ.e lUQt<Jr coordination. manual dexterity, and finger dex"' 
terity s~ills differed significantly from those of the se• 
lected group of the general working populat~on. The skills 
of motor coordination, manual de~terity~ and finger de~terity 
for the general working population were found to b~ si&nifi· 
cantly $uperior to those of the retarded patients. 
2. A varying amo-u41t of practice on work samples by wentally -re ... 
tarded patients in this study did not significantly affect 
theil:' performance: on each of the motor coordiua~:i,on, manual 
dexterity, or finger dexterity skills~ However, there 4id 
~ppear to be a positive relationship bet~een ~n increase in 
days of practice on the work sampl~s and improvement on each 
motor skill. 
3. Afte.r practice; the retest perfol':DUlnce of the menta:.lly re~ 
~arded patients on each of the motor coordination and manual 
dextertty skills significantly differed from their initial 
performance on these skills. ~he experime~tal group of re• 
tarded ~atients significantly improved in the performance of 
these two skills. ..After practicej the retest p~rfoxmance of. 
the finger dexterity skill did not significantly differ from 
the initial performance of thia skill. 
4. After practice on the work samJ?les by the mentaliy l;'etarded 
patients, their performance on each of the motor coQrdination, 
manual d~terity, and finger dext~rity skills significantiy 
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dtffered from ~hose of the selected grou~ of the general 
working population. The general working populationts skills 
of motor coordination, manual dexterity, and finger dexterity 
were found to 'be significantly s~er,ior to those of the re-
tarded patients. 
s. There was a .signlficant r¢latiouship between intelligence of 
retarded patients and the skillEt of .motor coordination and 
finger dexterity. Intelli$ence of retarded patients apd the 
manual dexterity skill wer~ ~ound to be unrelated. 
6. The mentally retarded appear to need more than a singl~.-t.rial 
opportunity, as found in most standardized t¢sts .• in order 
that their performance on motor skills b~ adequately evalu-
ated. This study indicates that th~ mora practice afforded 
the retarded~ the greater the improvement in their p~rform­
ance on the ma.jority of the motor skill~. 
Limitations 
Th~ concl~sions and interpretations of this r~search investiga• 
tion are subject to the following ltmitations: 
1. Environmental conditions at the Wrentham State School, Wren• 
than, Massa~husetts; may have ha4 a specialized effect upon 
the male patients, which may or may not b~ typical or repr$• 
sentative of the effect of other institutions for the men-
tally ~etarded~ 
2. Environmental conditions in and around the vicinity of Brock· 
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ton, Massachu~e~ts, wher~ the sele~ted gro~p of the ~eneral. 
working population resided, may have had ~ specialized effect 
upon this group, which tnay or may not be typical Ol!' repre-
sentative of the effe¢t of other geographical areas. 
3. ~he resu1ts of the Motor Coordination~ Manual Pext~~ity~ and 
Finge~ Dexterity tests of the General Apti~ude Te~t. Batter1 
may not be equated to other motor skills tes~s having the 
same name, which propoae to mea$~rs the same movements, 
4. The total time for each practice period was fotty~one minutes~ 
The fatigue effect which m~ght have bad ~ossible significance 
in the study was not taken into c~nsiderat~oni 
5. Th~ amount of practice on each wo~k ~ample was limited to 
one~ each day for two, five, and seven days. Possiply prac• 
tice of longer duration was necessAry on the work samples in 
order for the patients to reach their optimum leve.l of abil-
ity on the Specific motor skills. 
Suggestions for· ruture Research 
From the results of this study; the investigator s~ggests the 
fQllowing as possibilities for further research: 
1. Repli~ate this study utilizing a larger sample of male re~ 
tarded patients who would have a greate~ amount of practice 
opportunities on the ~ork samples. ~ 
2. Replicate this study utilizing other m~asures for evaluating 
mentally r~tarded patients1 motor skills before and after 
practic~ on the work samples. 
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3. Conduc~ a study to investigate the relationship between the 
amount of pr~ctice and the rate of improvement on each work 
$ample. 
4. Replicate this study utilizing female retarded patients to 
dete~ine the effect that practice has upon their motor co-
ordination, manual -dexterity,. and finger dexterity $kills-. 
S. Replicat~ this study utilizing group testing and group prac-
tice procedures instead of the individual testi.ng and ~ndi• 
vidual practice, as ~as don~ in this study. 
6. lteplicate this study substit-uting the Performance Scale of 
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale fo~ the Stanfo~d-Binet 
S~ale which was usad in this $t~dy. 
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(1) Days 
(1) Xnt~11isene~ 
(~) A&e 
(4) Po$t·t~stMotQr Coordination 
{5) Post·te$t ~nual Uexte~ity 
(6) Po~t•te~t Jtnger ne~terity 
(7) Pte·t••t Motot Coordination 
(8) Pt••tast ~ual D~terity 
(9} Pre-test Fina~r Dexterity 
(10) Post~test•Pr~~test »iffe~enc~ MOtor Coo~din&tio~ 
(ll) ~o&t•test•Pte•teat Difftren~e~ual »e~erit' 
(12) Post•test-~re~t•st Dlfferen¢e Fins~ ne~erity 
TABLE XlV 
IN'l'BiCORRELA'l'IONS OF VAB;llBLES POll Tim C<JmlNED EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS. 
OF MENTALLY RETABDED l'ATmf.f$ (N = 80) 
· , · ·o:> .. , ) , <a.> · :· • <3> <4> (s> · (fi) o> • <a> <9> <iar·' · ··(it> • (12) • , 
(I) •·.120 - .. 209 .016 .. tl02 - .. '078 • .. 031 ""•049 -.086 .149 .126 .ass 
(2) ··...22$ .310. .. 135 .41.8 .311 -.186 .. 375 .'058 •,..089 •·'"'OlS 
(3) -.159 • ... 142 -.03Z -.130 -.173 .014 •.125 .,.067 -~106 
(4) ,SOl .212 .. 9S(J .. 495 .-174 .393 .()94 ··.011 
(S) .146 .. 475 .922 .090 .200 .,305 .161 
(~) .. 262 .220 .944 - .. 09.:! -.165 •-.018 
(7) .491 .23() .086 .oas AIDS 
(&) .196 .. 129: - .. 016 .oss 
(9) •,.124 - .. 248 -.320 
(lG) •. 2-15 - .. 058 
(11) .270 
(12) 
00 
0 
tABLE XV 
INTBRCOWtA'l10NS 01 VARIAl\t!S :!OR THE EXPBalMENTAL GR.OU.P 
0! MENTALLY" BETA!Umti PAT!Eh"'TS (N ~ 40) 
..,..,31"! k ' U If! .!2:\iz! {_; 2 1!!!:£11:! ~."ti2LiiSL!H!Ilt"-.iZ1 i!I!SS!!!lLJ!LL!li±:±:::::±:±::ttJa:ii ' ~ ::±a ~ 
• O (1) (2) (3) (4} ,(5) I I ,(6) • (7) ~--:· (8) (9)~-ao>- (~ij-~~<125-- .. -
(1) 
-· .. 116 • .. 322 .006 ~005 - .. 022 -.'090 .... 121 -.. u.~ .. 2$1 .324 .262 
(2) • .. 321 .27~ -.006 .329 ,.313 .. 103 .339 •.062 -.230 --.166 
(l) • .. 134 - .. 096 
- .. 092 •.021. - .. ·090 .. noo -.325 .. oo& -.109 
(4) .4'11 .213 .931 ;537 .230 .346 -.21.6 --.151 
(5) ... 453. A as .. 921 .393 .&36 .. 037 .. 123 
(6) .. 273 .. 442 ~858 -"122: -.oso-- ,.063 
(7) ~.556 ~278 .tlOS -.,:231 --.073 
(8} .441 .. 044 -.33& .001 
(~) -.-087 ...... 185 ,.,.460 
(10) .001 -.233 
(ll) .. 279 
(12) 
(lO 
..... 
1-l'al.t .xvx 
MWi ,AN)) $'l'ANDARD ~VIATlON ON EACH VA'a!ABLE 
Wit Tim CO)mltmD UPERD!i!NTAL AND CON'fROL. GB.OUP$ 
OF r~TAl\Dil)) PATUNTS 
V~d.able 
Combined !Xp~timental and Control Group~ 
N-= 80 
- SD g 
Uays 4 • .55 2 .. 04 
Iutelltgcnee 62.6$ 7.07 
Ase 23.21 4 .. 25 
Post Motot· t9ot:diMtion !i0 .. 2l 9 .. 80 
lost Manual Dex~erity 148~54 1*44 
Polt Vin&er De~tority 41.()6 7 .. 52 
Pte Hctor Coo~dination 48.03 
''"07 
Pte MaYilual })e:ated.ty 143 .. 45 16,,81 
Pte Finger Destetity .$9.,74 1~99 
Post•PteMoto~ Coordinati~n 2.16 3 .. 10 
Post•Pte Man~al Dextetlty s.o1 6,.79 
Poat•Pte Fin&er De~terity 1~18 2.81 
TABLE XVII 
)1EAlf AND STANDA!U> DEVIATION ON EACH liOTOR SKILl.t 
FOk THE O!NhAL WOtuaNG l'OPlJ.tATXON 
General Working Population 
~to~ Skill N~ 100 
Moto:r:- Coo'tdina~lon 
Manual Dexterity 
fiuget Dt~terity 
-X 
69.36 
187.37 
56,. 52 
sn 
19 .. 31 
9 .. 11 
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TABLE XVIII 
MJSAN AND STANDA!U) VRVIA'liON ON EACH VAl!ABLE 
!()B. THE E!l?U.IMENTAL GROUP AND CONTl\OL CB.OlJP 
OF ai'l'ARDEJ> l>A'l'IBN'lS 
Dajta 
Int~ll:l.sence 
As~ 
• "' ' I 
Post Moto~ Coordination 
Poat Manual Cext~rity 
lost l1itl$$r Dexted.ey 
,reMQtor Goordibation 
l?re Uanwl :Ontertty 
Pta linger Dexterity 
~ost.;.freMotor 
CoordinatiQn 
Post•P1:~ l-tanual 
Dextcn:ity 
Po$t•l:".te Fins~r 
Dextetity 
I J I I' lll' • ' • .. c • o1 l ll ';:;: 
i SD 
S3.2S 
1..55 .. 48 
~9.03 
49~88 
146.5:5 
37.25 
8 .. 93 
1.52 
17.0~ 
S.S9 
9 .. 59 
16.S3 
7.21 
4 .. 55 
6~.60 
23.13 
47;1s 
141.-60 
4g .. l() 
46 .. 18 
140.~5 
42.23 
1.-23. 
84 
SD 
2.04 
7.38 
4 .. la 
$.31 
l4.87 
14.22 
8.83 
85 
TABU XIX 
MW SCOUS ON MOTOit SKU,LS TESTS lOa THE GltNERAL WORKING l'OPUUTtON 
Subject Motor Coordination Manual De~te~ity 1ingtr »e~ter~ty 
1 53 163 37 
2 83 187 Sl 
3 50 193 49 
4 Sl 174 53 
5 64 186 6.S 
6 62 181 5) 
7 16 166 ss 
a 82 244 62 
9 17 209 63 
10 60 196 60 
ll 70 176 S6 
12 16 217 ss 
13 65 195 .$5 
14 10 129 _57 
15 63 193 56 
16 78 191 91 
17 60 187 56 
18 60 167 51 
19 60 153 so 
20 54 173 48 
21 6~ 176 so 
22 62 192 65 
23 68 210 57 
24 sa 161 52 
25 6;3 164 43 
26 45 168 so 
27 sa l.96 62 28 70 201 63 
29 68 185 55 
30 71 1&9 60 
31 S$ 167 47 
32 77 ~01 65 
33 74 195 65 
34 65 169 42 
35 58 1.84 56 
(continued on ne~t page) 
86 
tABLE XIX (continued) 
Subject MQtor eoordinat!on Manual De~terlty Fi~ger UeKte~ity 
36 63 190 63 
37 77 194 64 
38. 68 204 .59 
39 61 139 38 
40 71 203 64 
41 72 191 52 
42 18 210 S4 
43 93 191 57 
44 77 193 63 
45 69 197 70 
46 63 166 49 
47 60 171 43 
48 98 202 53 
49 77 '215 61 
50 45 119 26 
Sl 74 195 67 
52 17 171 52 
53 80 198 62 
S4 83 199 47 
ss 74 206 63 
56 71 130 50 
57 74 192 61 
sa 69 19-7 .ss 
S9 71 194 60 
60 79 182 6.5 
61 65 174 53 
62 71 187 55 
63 71 229 68 
64 80 !07 62. 
65 79 194 66 
66 80- 139 62 
67 85 197 66 
68 so 154 43 
69 75 206 63 
70 60 191 so 
(concl~ded ~n n•xt ~$g~) 
81 
~LE XIX (eoneluded) 
Subject Motor Coordination Manu..l Dexterity ~i.nge;r Dextl!17~~l 
f t4(d I t II' 
71 65 198 63 
12, 89 201 6-a 
13 41 163 $9 
74 87 185 57 
7S 74 198 70 
76 79 2Ql 51 
77 63 176 $1 
18- 65 200 73 
79 86 161 41 
80 S9 168 46 
$1 70 195 56 
82 63 197 sa 
8~ 56 186 54 
84 73 1$3 62 
85 69 1&9 64 
86 76 221 57 
87 68 204 so 
88 66 190 53 
89 6S 189 sa 
90 ?2 211 58 
91 67 190 4'7 
92 63 170 53 
93 72 174 S2 
94 65 153 49 
95 71 167 53 
96 8:3 177 51 
97 76 200 56 
9& 63 218 67 
99 72 193 63 
100 74 194 66 
88 
TABLE XX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN EACH EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUP 
AND EVERY OTHER EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUP OF IU!:TARDED t'ATIENTS ON AGE 
Source Sum of Degrees of Variance F Level of Squares Freedom S :tgnificance* 
B~tween 266.4 2 133.2 
10~36 significant 
Within 475.9 37 12.9 
';Co tal 742.3 39 
* 5.18 significant at the 1 per cent ·1~vel of confi4ence. 
Source 
Be..tv1een 
Within 
Total 
TABLE XX:t 
ANAL1:SIS OF VA-RIANCE BETWEEN EACH JtlJ,lERMNTAL SUBGROUP 
AND E\1El1Y OTHER EXPERIMENTAL SUBGROUP 
OF BETAlDED PATIENTS ON INTELLIGENCE 
S~o£ Degrees of Variance J! Level of Sq~a;res Freedom Significance.* 
31.0 2 15.5 
.321 not sig. 
1788.1 37 48.3 
1819.1 39 
* 3.23 ~ignificant at the 5 per ~ent level of confidence. 
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